MINUTES
of the

COUNOL CF THE CCIATY OF MAUI
MARCH 7, 2008
TF-:1 REGULAR MEETNG OF THE COUNCIL OF THE COUNTY OF MAUI, STATE OF
HAWAII, WAS HELD IN THE COUNCIL CHAMBER, KALANA 0 MAUI BUILDING,
WAILUKU, HAWAII, ON FRIDAY, MARCH 7, 2008, BEGINNING AT 9:05 A.M., WITH
VICE-CHAIR DENNIS A. MATEO PRESIDING.
-

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:
The Council of the County of Maui, regular meeting for
March 7, 2008 will come to order.
Mr. Clerk, roll call, please.

ROLL CALL
PRESENT: COUNCILMEMBERS MICHELLE ANDERSON, GLADYS C.
BAISA, JO ANNE JOHNSON, WILLIAM J. MEDEIROS,
MICHAEL J. MOLINA, JOSEPH PONTANILLA, MICHAEL P.
VICTORINO, AND VICE-CI-P:R r:. ENNIS A. MATEO.
,

CHAIR G

DKAMA.

an, eight membe
resent.

Members, this morning our opening remarks N.':
provided to us by our colleague
from the Makawao-Haiku-Paia District, Member Molina. And, upon completion of his
opening remarks, the Chair will ask everyone to please rise and join us for the Pledge
of Allegiance.
Mr. Molina, good morning.
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OPENING REMARKS
The opening remarks were offered by Councilmember Molina.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
The Members of the Council, and others in attendance, rose and recited the
Pledge of Allegiance.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you very much for those word, Mr. Molina. Good way to start
the day.
Mr. Clerk.

TESTIMONY ON CEREMONIAL RESOLUTION
COUNTY CLERK: Mr. Chairman, no one has signed up to offer testimony on the
ceremonial resolution. Shall we proceed with the reading of the resolution?
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Before we do so, Mr. Clerk, the Chair will allow the opportunity for
a:yore wishing to share their comments with us this morning on the ceremonial
resolution that had been posted on our agenda. If there is anyone wanting to come
forward and provide a few words, you're welcome to do so at this point.
Members, seeing no one advancing, with n' b ections the Chair will close
testimony segmer
agend
his m iing
A

n r r ) C" r- rs,
-

-

,

■ R MATL—.

nk you.

Clerk, continue,

The following ceremonial resolution was presented.
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CEREMONIAL RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
NO. 08-20
RECC3N[Z]•G MARCH 2008 AS AMERICAN RED
CROSS MONTH
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
I MOVE THAT THE PROPOSED RESOLUTION ENTITLED
"RECOGNIZING MARCH 2008 AS AMERICAN RED CROSS
MONTH" BE ADOPTED.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA:
I SECOND THE MOTION.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: It's been, Members, it's been moved by Mr. Medeiros, second by
Ms. Baisa, to adopt the resolution entitled "RECOGNIZING MARCH 2008 AS THE
AMERICAN RED CROSS MONTH". Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. I request your permission to
have the County Clerk read the resolution in its entirety.
-CHAIR MATEO: Thar
va
L..

,

Ti icu In

■vir\TE

Mr. Medeiros

ad

. vlr. Clerk.
entire'
you, N

-4-

.

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman; and mahalo, Mr. County Clerk, for
reading the resolution.
I would like to say that in 1943, Franklin D. Roosevelt, President of the United States
made the first presidential proclamation of March as "Red Cross Month".
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In the resolution it certainly describes what the Red Cross has been to the entire
nation, to Hawaii, and internationally. Every year the President of the United States
proclaims March to be "Red Cross Month", giving the American Red Cross an
opportunity to promote its services and celebrate its successes in serving
communities across the United States. The March celebration began as a way for
the public to learn more about the organization and support it through donations and
volunteerism.
For the first 25 years of its existence, the Red Cross held no regular fundraising
drives. Since Clara Barton created the organization 1881, it was largely dependent
for publicity and funds on the spontaneous support of people who learned of
catastrophic events and the Red Cross response to them. News of an event broke,
the American Red Cross rushed to the scene with help and people around the
country came forth with outpourings of volunteer assistance and donations of funds
and supplies.
This rather haphazard manner of operating changed abruptly in 1917 when the
Untied States entered World War I. After declaring war, President Wilson ordered
the American Red Cross to raise funds to support its aid to the military and the
civilians affected by war as Congress had mandated.
In response the Red Cross held its first national War Fund drive in June of 1917 and
set as its goal a hundred million. An astounding large amount at that time. Under the
circumstances; however, the public response was immediate and overwhelming.
Within a few days, more than 115 million was raised.

Then in December 1917, the American, the Red Cross held its first Christmas Roll
Call. People were asked to give a minimum of a dollar to join the organization's
membership rolls. This drive also proved highly successful as did an additional War
id drive and another Roll Call in 1918, the last year of the war
After the
Red Cross decide( ) make the Roll Cal
membei
and fundraising drive. In addition it conducted several appeal - om time to time
response to major disasters, such as the Dust Bowl Drought of th
arly"
the periodic flooding of the Mississippi and Ohio Rivers.
In November 1941, with war in Europe, the Red Cross conducted a highly successful
25 th Annual Roll Call. A few days later, the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor ald the
United States entered World War II. As it had done in the previous World War, the
Red Cross responded immediately by declaring a War Fund campaign. By June
1942, it had raised more than fif--sixty-six million dollars.
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Rather than go back to the public for a third appeal in one year, the Red Cross
decided to cancel its 1942 Roll Call. Instead after discussions with
President Roosevelt, the Honorary Chairman of the Red Cross, the whole month of
March 1943 was declared "Red Cross Month". The Red Cross set a goal of 125
mlion, the largest amount ever requested in one campaign by any American
organization. Again the response was overwhelming. It took less than six weeks to
reach the target and by June 1943, donations totaled $146 million. Roosevelt called
it the "greatest single crusade of mercy in all of history."
This success caused the Red Cross to repeat the March drive during the remaining
years of the war and then to make the occasion of its annual membership and
fundraising efforts ever since. As part of the tradition, the President customarily
issues a proclamation every year declaring March as "Red Cross Month".
And I would just like to add, Mr. Chairman, my personal experience with the Red
Cross. Having served in the United States Air Force for four years in Europe and
Italy, I saw the Red Cross assist many military personnel, men and women during
their times of emergencies at home with families and they were the first to respond to
that need.
So, Members, colleagues, I ask you to support this resolution as we all know what
good the Red Cross has done since its inception and continues to do.
Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Medeiros.
Ms. Baisa.
_ JNCILMEMBER BA1SA: Thank
like
add tc Jr. Medeiros' resoluti
very aware
know most of us are of the local impact of the Red Cross a
they're always
people that are there the minute something terrible happen:
I also have had a benefit of their training
they do for CPR and for water
...hink most of the agencies, I think prc!:::ab!y the County may use them too,
'...rariing agency.
1

-

I
77:'

However, my other aspect that I have known about them is how important they are
internationally. As everybody knows, I go to Mexico every year and we go to a little
town that is outside of Guadalajara, about a forty minute, forty minute drive. And
there are no emergency room facilities there because the hospital is in Guadalajara,
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and this is in a little village. And many people live there and there's no emergency
medical help there.
The Red Cross internationally provides the service that we have here on Maui
provided by government. They do the ambulances and they run the clinics and take
care of things like scorpion bites, and you know, things that need immediate
attention. So there, the Red Cross is really, much esteemed and much appreciated.
In fact as a Rotarian, we have contributed to this Red Cross in this little town to help
take care of people.
So, you know, it is truly an organization that has international impact and we're very,
very fortunate to have them here in Maui. So I would like to add my congratulations
also.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Baisa.
Members, additional comments? Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Mr. Chair.
Along with my colleagues comments I also would like to congratulate the American
Red Cross. For myself I've seen the impact here in the State and in, on the County
of Maui. I have had many, many sessions with their trainers for CPR, both for infants
and for adults. I have also had training for first responder through them and it's a
valuable source of knowledge for which I've had the unfortunate incidence to help
people in dire need for emergencies as well as just simple tragedies that occur on our
beaches.
And I want to thank them because they have, because of the training, saved many
lives and helped many people in, throughout the County of Maui and throughout th .
State and Nation and internationally. But it's their resolve to continue being a star
organization.
,

Many of us don't understand that they do not, it is not a government agency, the
not get government funds. They stand alone and their fundraising and their means'
bring in money through disasters are their only means of getting out there and
helping people.
And many of their volunteers, and I've had people from Maui go to Katrina in New
Orleans, go to Florida for their disasters, go to South East Asia for international
disasters. These volunteers get very little in a way of compensation. Their real
reward is their ability to get there and help those who are in dire need at that time.
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So, Mr. Chair, the Red Cross serves many, many purposes throughout our globe and
is one of those organizations that I can proud to say that stands alone. That really
government has been a partner, but not a financial partner, which I've always
wondered why not. Let me not go into that one.
Thank you, Mr. Chair. And thank you, Red Cross.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Victorino.
Ms. Johnson, followed by Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, and I too, I guess we all have our own stories and
connections with American Red Cross. But when I lived in the U.S. Virgin Islands,
and we experienced several tropical storms, but the worst of which was Hurricane
Hugo. Shortly, I mean within 24 hours, American Red Cross was on the scene
dispensing medical aid, dispensing emergency supplies, helping to staff our shelters,
or what was left of our shelters. And, when you see it first hand, when you live
through it, and you are the victim of a disaster, I think the most comforting thing is to
see that symbol of the Red Cross.
And when I've spoken to other veterans that have also returned from various conflicts
or situations where there were landmines or terrible, horrible injuries and particularly
during war time, it's always the American Red Cross that is there. They are the
people that come onto the scene, that can go into the zones and hopefully people will
not be shooting at them, they will not be victimized themselves.
But wiv , their blood drives, we
help to our military and veterans, with all of the
things that they do in disaste an honestly say that they do it because there — need. And, they do it becaus. ,
uess, their moral fiber really demands that the
it.
-

--

And so I, I urge everyone to
itinue to contribute their dollars,
it takes and thE volunteer hours to Americ
)ss beca
worthy caus
it's helped many people.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank cha, Ms. Johnson.
Mr. Pontanilla.

hatever
extremely
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
I think the resolution said it all. I, I, I just want to say mahalo to the Red Cross
Executive Director that, that is here this morning and all of the volunteers here on
Maui County. They do a wonderful job.
You know as a personal experience, similar to Member Medeiros, you know serving
in the United States Army, I, I've seen how the Red Cross supported our troops
during times of emergency, family emergencies. So again, mahalo to the Red Cross
and the Maui Division.
Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla.
Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
And I think my colleagues have said it all about the Red Cross, but I, I feel compelled
to also say something and really extend my mahalo to them. Like Mr. Medeiros and
Mr. Pontanilla, we, I served in the military and I've seen firsthand how they assist and
provide support for families. Especially families back home who want to know what
happened to their loved ones during time of war. And, and let me tell you what they
do is just incredible and they provide a service that there are no words for it.
So, I want to thank all of
volunteers who come out and help our community and
make this country gree* as well. So
is the ki 1 of support services "7 t you
know, stands out above.
lot of thing
3ke th
"ted States the
- a lot
of countries. So thank you all for wh
o for
or our nation E
goes
with r
appreciation
-

-

,

ThE

.

VICE - HAIR Mi

lair.
hank you, Mr. Molina.

Ar7.1.erson.

COUNCIL!' ,'iEMSER ANDERSON: Yeah, thank you, Chairman.
,

I too what to send out my congratulations for 110 years of service, continuing service
to the American people and actually to the world. But most specifically a thank you to
the volunteers locally who step to the plate during the disasters that we have here.
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And more particular to thanking them for the ongoing training programs that they put
forward. It's these programs that prevent many disasters with the CPR training that
they give to people, the water safety training.
Myself I was trained as a lifeguard by the Red Cross and a swim instructor when I
was in college and high school. And, and then I in turn used that training, you know,
to teach children how to swim and so it, it, there's a ripple effect to the efforts that
they put out in saving lives that we never know about.
So, thank you to all of those people who volunteer their time in, in participating in,
with the Red Cross and for the staff of the Red Cross to be that, as Ms. Johnson
said, that comfort that people know when the Red Cross is there, they're going to be
taken care of.
So thank you so much, for all of their efforts and specifically to the volunteers
because volunteers mean you get no pay, you're just giving, you know, from the
heart and that is so important and especially here in Maui County. We appreciate it
very much.
Thank you, Chairman.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Anderson.
Members, the Chair will call for the question at this time. All those in favor of the
motion to adopt the resolution entitled, "RECOGNIZING MARCH 2008 AS
AMERICAN RED CROSS MONTH", please signify by saying "aye."
AYES; COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, BA'
JOHNSON. MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PnN a
VICTORINO, AND VICE-CHAIR MAT_
"

MATE

;ed.

NOES: NONE.
EXCUSED: C' '

!1OKAMA.

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Members, motion is carried--eight "ayes"; one "excused", Chairman
Hokama:
Mr. Medeiros.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
And with your permission, I'd like to request that the recipient of he resolution,
Ms. Mariana Matthews, Director, Maui County Branch of the Hawaii Sate Chapter of
the American Red Cross, join us on the floor at the podium.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Director Matthews, please come on down and join us.
Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
At this time, I'd like to call up the, Director Matthews of the Red Cross here at Maui
County and also she'll be introducing some of her volunteers as we have heard it's an
organization with a foundation of volunteers. And without these volunteers, certainly
the organization would not be successful. So when she introduces, Mr. Chairman, if
it's possible for Akaku to scan the gallery and, and to show the members, the
volunteers that are on the side closest to the podium.
Ms. Matthews.
MS. MARIANA MATTHEWS: Thank you very much.
I'm proud, I'm proud to introduce my, my, my support staff actually. The, the first lady
is Mary Pirtle, she is actually the only other fulltime staff member in Maui County, so
it's just myself and Mary. Mary is the, the TAPC, the Training and Preparedness
Coordinat• , so she is the one that does all the scheduling for CPR, first aid, and
water safc.; , so she has a very import7 t, and very busy job.
-

-

Next, one of my wonderful volunteers, Susan ussier, then we have Renee Smith,
vho is one the instructors, one of our ms.. tors for CPR, first aid, babysitting,
josh a little bit of everything. And, I consider her to be a paid volunteer, yeah, if you
mow what that means. It means she, she does it from her heart, because she
certainly doesn't get paid enough to support herself.
Next we have Gertchen Ladly, Wonderful Gretchen who comes, who helps us with
anything we need. She's one of our volunteers who also, she's one of our disaster
services volunteers, but every Friday she comes to our office and she, one the things
she loves to do is recycle and clean. So I am just so excited every time we see her
because she comes and empties our garbage and vacuums and does all those
things, besides everything else she does.
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And then we have Gail Nagasako who is, who was last year, the volunteer of the year
for the Red Cross. They all deserve to be a volunteer of the year, it's very difficult to,
to make those, but she is great.
And right behind these ladies we have a face that most of you probably know, Dr. Al,
I will say it wrong-CCJNOILMEMBER BAISA: Arensdorf.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Arensdorf.
MS. MATTHEWS: Thank you. Who is one of our volunteers and an absolutely wonderful
one.
Many of these, these volunteers that you see here are volunteers where in the last
ten days, just to give you an example, first during the Harbor Lights hostage situation,
we were called to open a shelter for residents that were not able to go back to, to
Harbor Lights, to their homes, while the standoff was happening with Police.
So within a few minutes we were able to have fourteen volunteers come to open a
shelter. We were able to feed, we received donations for pizzas, but that was
coordinated by the volunteers. Cots were set up, blankets were given out. We had a
two week old baby at that shelter. We had a lot of special needs folks. Dr. Al was
there also to assist us. So that was one thing.
And then yesterday, so within less than ten days, yesterday we had a, a house fire in
Haiku, that completely destroyed a lady's home. And we were able to send
volunteers there to assist her to make sure she had all the immediate needs she
needed. She'd lost her glasses, her medication, all her clothes, everything. So, we
were there, we were able to send volunteers there to assist her with client case work
and make sure that she'll be okay in the future.
be the Director for Maui County Red Cross. I
r thank
you all. Also, just as, as a last note, we were talking about millions and billions of
dollars a minute ago, and all the fundraisers. Ac--we have started this weekend is
our annual fundraiser for, for Hawaii and it's called "Hat's Off'. "Hat's Off' and you
will see volunteers like Sue right there, with the little hat, again, we, that's how we, we
get our money.
Our goal is not millions and billions, Maui County for our goal by Sunday, we're trying
to raise $5,000. Shouldn't be really difficult, but it's, it's absolutely necessary and it's
money that goes back right back into this community. So, if you see these folks and
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please let others know, we'll be at the Safeway's on the island and also at Walmart,
and we're here today. Thank you so much.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mr. Chairman, thank you for this opportunity
myself
and the Red Cross. And, once again, Members, I ask you to join me in applauding
this great organization and the volunteers that are here this morning.
Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Medeiros.
Mr. Clerk, let's proceed.
COUNTY CLERK: Mr. Chairman, for the record that was RESOLUTION 08-20.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
COUNTY CLERK: Mr. Chairman, we have received eight requests from individuals who
have signed up prior to the convening of the meeting that wish to testify. Shall we
proceed?
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Members, prior to proceeding, the Chair would like to at this time
state the parameters of receiving testimony. For those wishing to share their
comments with the Council this morning, when your name is called, please come
forward, step up to the podium, state your name for the record and if you represent
an organization we ask that you also state the name of that organization. You will be
provided three minutes to speak on any item posted on today's agenda.
And we'll be assisting you with a lighting system on the podium. At the beginning of
your comments the green light on the podium will be lit. That is to, as soon as you
start speaking, excuse me, the green light will be lit. After two minutes and thirty
seconds, the yellow light will go on to let you know you have thirty seconds to
conclude. When the red light goes on. you will be asked to stop. At that point, if you
wish to continue, you will be allowed an ad onal three minutes after everyone else
have spoken.
Having that understood, the Chair would also like to remind all of the Mer berT. rEld
our visitors in the gallery, our guests, this is a good opportunity to turn you: cell
phones and pagers and any other electronic devices that makes noise, to please turn
it off at this point to avoid any distractions or disruptions.
-

-

Mr. Clerk, may we have our first testifier.
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COUNTY CLERK: Mr. Chair, we would note that all individuals will be offering testimony on
County Communications, County Communication 08-72, unless otherwise noted.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
COUNTY CLERK: Our first speaker is Gordon Cockett, followed by George Aikala.

PRESENTATION OF WRITTEN OR ORAL TESTLMONY
MR. GORDON COCKETT (testifying on County Communication No. 08-72):
Aloha kakahiaka, ladies and gentlemen of the Maui County Council. My name is
Gordon C. Cockett, a lifelong resident of Maui and now living on the West side for the
past 25 year. Yes, I, too, am keiki oka aina, kanaka maoli, but I won't bore you with
how my ancestors migrated here by canoe. Let's get to the business at hand.
I speak in favor of a resolution attempting to stop the proliferation of time shares on
the West side for good reason. At a recent public meeting, the head of the County
wastewater treatment department announced that the West side treatment plant was
very near capacity.
So, how is adding more time share units going to help this situation? Remember,
developers don't care about anything except the almighty dollar and may be talking
about injection wells again as if we haven't already found out that they, they don't
belong near the shoreline. Aren't our we--reefs in bad enough shape?
I would like to suggest that two people be C,7 led to give information on this. One is
Russel Sparks of the State department, concerned with the reef situation. And the
other is Steve Parabicolli, of the County wastewater department. — 3e twc are
very knowledgeable about the situafi of our s'
' ies,
.

also „„ard about a diesel powered gene i.„,. MO, ...es for our
ecause any spillage--and we can't discou that pos ility can we--woL
reparable damage.

reline
cause

A faint whisper said something
a desalination program. My question is:
What's going to happen to the by-product? Where will that be disposed of? And,
from what I hear, there will be by-product.
The union reps are at every public meeting redundantly talking about jobs for their
members. We don't make babies just to keep teachers in business? We don't get
sick just to keep doctors and nurses in business. We don't make loans just to keep
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bankers in operation. So why do we have to approve development ad infinitum to
keep construction workers working.
Stop
ovisageous prolith--proli--proliferation, excuse me, of time share
developme:71: and start planning to create jobs in the infrastructure which will, by itself,
keep them working for many years to come. Aren't there something like 20,000 units
already in the works? This should keep obs while the plans for the intra-infrastructure are being worked on.
.

Okay, that out of the way, let's get serious and start talking about you, ladies and
gentlemen. It's time to call a spade a spade again. You are being accused of taking
money "under the table" and don't seem to care. I, for one, don't think that's true.
What I think is that some of you are afraid of losing that endorsement which means
so much to your reelection.
Come on now, start listening to your constituents for a change and protect us. That
is my message this morning.
Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Cockett. Members, questions for the testifier?
Seeing none, thank you very much.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: George Aikala, followed by Sonnette Marras.

MR. GEORGE. IVA! 4on County Commun^n No. 08-72):

Goo rVir
,

Mateo. Gooc orninc

ncilmembers.

My name is George Aikal6
here as a concerned citizen and
reseni
Local 368 Laborer's Union. The reason why I'm here is because of the bill th
being proposed before you guys, which is 08-72. I believe if we hold back any, what
do you call, permits, right now, it's going to hurt the construction
.
Right now we have over 50 people that are out of work. Not ori;y
pile Laborer's
Union, as for the other trades I can't really speak for that. It's seems like every time
I'm here, I'm speaking out for our members.
And I, and, am truly speaking out for them because of the fact, a lot of these people
have mortgages to pay. Some of them have rents, the rents today you guys can see
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are outrageous. They're talking about like twelve hundred, fourteen hundred dollars
of rent, those that live in Kihei area. I mean, and if these guys are out of work, can
you imagine what's going to happen to them.
You know, I'm, I'm here pleading with you guys, we need these works. I know you
guys are saying, "hey, it's going to destroy the island", but you guys are looking at
destroying reefs and you guys are talking about, what do you call environmental
impact, but you guys are not thinking about the impact it's having on our local people.
I know I've, I've been here before and you guys talk about the mainland people
coming here and taking our jobs. But believe it or not a lot of the guys that are
working within our union are all local. And all 50 of 'urn were either raised here on
Maui or came from the islands, okay, out of Oahu, probably Big Island, also. But the
thing about it they're local, their roots are here. Okay. We want to look, we want, we
want jobs for them. We want them to go ahead and, and know that they be able to
go ahead and pay their rents, buy their food.
What's happening right now, I can see that we're going into a recession. This
morning I was watching TV. I heard something about going into a recession. The
only reason why we're going into this recession is because our economy is not being
generated. And to generate our economy, that means people got to go to work.
If they go out there, and if you give the construction worker the jobs, the, they can
take that money so that they can buy whatever they need from the consumer. You
know, whether it's clothes, food, what have you. But if you, if they're not out there
working and they don't have the money to buy these things, they're going to tighten
up. That means it's going to go into a recession.
All right, so please, before you vote on this thing, think wisely what's going to happen
not only for my trade but for the rest of the trades here in the island

are o
v. ( jinally, I've
Dme members that I brought in
;ust tc
I told them that I wanted them to go ahead and stan
work also. tl
that they were here, but I didn't have a whole lot of them come today. As you can
see, sometimes you can call 50 of 'urn but only three shows up. But I do. I have
some other members that are going to go ahead and testify, And I really want to
t' rz;: ,k you for your, what do you call, your time in listening to what I have to say.
-

-

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you Members, additional, questions? Ms. JohnsoT., go
ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, Mr. Aikala.
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MR. AIKALA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: You realize that this is not a bill before us. It is not even a
legislative action.
MR. AIKALA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: It is simply a transmittal of concern to the Administration.
MR. AIKALA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Which they can do whatever they want with, it has no
force and effect of law.
MR. AIKALA: That's great, and I don't want it to go beyond that.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: It, it's just a letter of concern, basically. Just so that you
understand.
MR. AIKALA: Okay, and it, it's concerning me too, also. Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Thank you. I just wanted to set the record straight. Thank
you.
MR. AIKALA: Thank you, Ms. Johnson.
VICE-CHAP MA7E0: Thank you, Ms. Johnson. Mr. Aikala, thank you very much.

R. Al KAI,. ou're welcome.
CE-CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk.
1NTY CLERK:

)nnette Marras, followe

MS. SONNE lE MARRAS

on County Communication No. 08-72):

Good morning, everyone. .1y name is Sonne"e Marras, I'm here on behalf of my
union too, which is the Local 368. ]'ve been in the union for about four and a half
years, so I've not been on welfare. I've, you know, and that's a really good thing.
-

I have two children that are in the union too. I have a son that's 20 years old that's an
apprentice, and that's out on a job.
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I have a 21 year old daughter that is a foreman for Parson's Construction. And what
concerns me is she'll be moving to Honolulu next month. She has her own
condominium in Kihei, she pays 2,600 in her mortgage, 21 year old single girl, and
she needs to move to Honolulu next month because we don't have jobs here. Well,
we have 50 people on the list and it's better if she goes there and just comes back to
visit her condominium.
My most concern is that if we shut down certain stuff for a year, we'll have a lot of
people to go back on welfare, drugs, moneys easy that way. You know, and we'll
have a lot of people going back to jail. We do have a lot of our, a lot of our members
are people from jail, that either go out on a work furlough or that have just come out
of jail and do the BEST Program. And, you know, we have UA's so if they get dirty,
they go back to jail. And what keeps them clean is having a job and having enough
money to take care of themself and be self-sufficient almost, you know.
The biggest thing for me is our five year program of welfare. You use that up and
you're, you're out the door. A lot of people that deal drugs because the money is so
easy, they can't live off of the, working as a cashier for 7.50 or $10.00 an hour. So
they go back to their old ways and we'll end up putting them back into jail and then
having to pay that, for them to be in there.
Our apprenticeship program is a really, really good program and what it does is it
teaches you your trade. When we're on a job, when we start a job, there is more
than 10 to 15 of us laborers on that job in, at least in the first six months. After that
six month period, we have 30 to 40 laborers on that job for a year period. At the end
when we put in our landscapers, we have at least 15 people in landscaping and
water development for another year, until the job is done.

So, we're looking at 45 to 55 people of work through a two year
us out a lot to stay off of welfare, stay out of the drugs, and
sufficiei
lives,
that's ab

ich helps
be self-

ay. Thank yoL.

_-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, questions fc
much.
MS. MARRAS: Thanks a lot.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Ivan Lay, followed by Bill Kamai.

testifier? Thank you very
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MR. IVAN LAY (testifying on County Communication No. 08-72):
Aloha, Councilmembers and good morning.
My name is Ivan Lay, I'm with the Carpenter's Union. I'm a Field Representative. I'm
against this resolution. What can time shares, share offer to this County? One word,
stability. How can time shares give that to us? Time shares will give us, wr give
Maui a steady flow of tourist that will come every week to stay in their time share
units. This steady flow of tourists will be spending money here, helping to support
our economy by purchasing our local products and going to our restaurants.
In 2005, 1.5 million time share owners came to Hawaii spending approximately
$1.3 billion. Unlike tourist staying in our hotels, who's vacation is affected by
seasons and worldly events, time share owners will repeatedly come year after year,
to stay at their time share, each time putting more money into, into Maui's economy.
So now I will tell you, delaying time share projects will hurt us. To be sustainable we
need to, a dependable flow of money and this flow of money goes right into our
economy. Time share un--time share will help us to do this. The time share directly
supported us with 20,900 jobs and this is in 2005, it's going up with each time share
units that go out there. Time shares also contributed to four, $474 million. That's a
lot of money, that's a lot of work for everyone here. We want to be sustainable, we
need, we need a strong backbone and I think time share can do that for us, I'm sure
of it.
Thank you.
-

IAIR MATEO: Thar

AEMB

„Ir. Lay. Members, questions for Mr. Lay?

B, thanks very much for testif■

It you can answer this, you know, it would much be appreciated because when you
talk about the jobs that are being created, of course the people that have the jobs
particularly in South and West Maui where many of these facilities are located, we
don't have affordable housing. And yet, the time shares that have been approved are
not complying and do not intend to comply or say they don't have to comply with our
affordable housing ordinance.
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And yet, in order to keep people in the community, so they don't have to travel the
roads, all these other negative things that we see everyday, and to keep housing
near employment, why is it that this industry does not want to comply with providing
housing for the very workers you're talking about.
MR. LAY: That I can't answer you. But they, these time share people that come here are
paying taxes and these taxes can help us to make that more, more likely in the
future.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, questions for the testifier? Mr. Lay, thank
you very much.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Next speaker is Bill Kamai, followed by Andrew Kaina.

MR. BILL KAMAI (testifying on County Communication No. 08-72):
Aloha and good morning, Chairman Mateo, Councilmembers. My name is Bill
Kamai, I am a business representative for the Hawaii Carpenters Union and I'd like to
comment on County Communication 08-72.
For us in the industry, it's about work, it's about jobs. To add another year, delay,
would, would increase the, the approval process for projects in Maui from 5.4 years
as it is now, to 6.4 years. And that's from its inception to its approval. That's the
aver-- time it takes for our project to get approved through the permit process.
The
is already zonee Jr time share, most of these developments. They pay
more than their fair share of impact fees for sewer, water, iffic drainage as well a
property taxes. Property taxes that stays and is contributed to our County's coffers
and not like a hot€ • oes and it's spread statewide.
-

So I'd like to ask this body to not adopt this resolution and to send it to committee for
further comments. Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Kamai. Members, questions for Mr. Kamai.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Just one quick question, Chair.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Go ahead, Ms. Balsa.
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Mr. Kamai, we've been hearing about lay-offs in the
construction industry. As one of the long timers, and you've been around a while,
what is your assessment of this situation?
MR. KAMAI: Right now, with, we had two big projects slow, slow down, so we have
approximately 180 members on the bench right now, 70 apprentices and 110
journeymen. And without projects being approved or in the pipeline, you know, they
might have to seek employment elsewhere.
Right now it takes seventeen weeks to qualify for unemployment and you put another
year delay in the process, and guys be out of unemployment even for six months.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Follow-up question, Mr. Kamai, is, I know you've been very
active in the union for a very long time. What is your experience what, with what
happens with these families when the breadwinner loses his job?
MR. KAMAI: Well one is, our main concern is foreclosures, yeah. Two, they leave the
union, yeah. No sense they stick around if we cannot find them jobs and stuff.
Social programs, they start to rely on non-profit organizations for relief, somewhat, to
help them provide for their families in, in other areas, yeah.
And that's something that you guys going to be going through in your budget
process. When you cut these non-profit programs, some of the taxes that these
developers pay is supporting these programs. And I know you guys got tough
decisions ahead of you in the budget hearings, but just remember where most of the
money come from. And it's new development, that's not accounted in the current
County budget right now.
NCILMEMBER BAISA: Can you, or do you have any informatior
Members that you have on these jobs who are parolees an
affected. I believe part of parole is
ave to have a lob.
iat is correct. We have, we
3ve som(
BEST Program in incorporating them in
program and some of them are journeymen.

1e numb )f
ow ey woulc

nbers and we have worked
r, both our apprenticeship

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: An.d, you know, the thing that I'm worried about is do they lose
their medical and their dental coverage when they lose their job?
MR. KAMAI: That is true, it's based on the amount of hours that they work to qualify for
different steps of medical coverage.
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: But you know, I had heard from a local dentist I was talking
with him one day at a board meeting and he said you know, I'm really concerned
because when they lose their medical and dental, it even affects people like me
because they don't come and have their teeth repaired, so it affects my business too.
And it was something I had never thought of. You know, we always talk about the
construction workers losing their jobs. But it's the bigger picture of the material
companies that don't have, you know, they, they lose business, the trucking
companies lose business, the cement. I mean its just a ripple throughout the entire
economy. And I'm just wondering is that, that your take on it too?
MR. KAMAI: That is true, it's not for us in the, the trade unions, it affects the drivers, the
suppliers, the vendors, you know. And their families as well, because, if you got ten
drivers and the, the construction industry starts to slow down, well you got to lay
some of 'um off.
You know, they got families too. They looking for provide medical benefits for their
kids as well. And it does have a rippling effect.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I just want to ask one more question and I'm done. And this is,
I understand when you're on a project, that a lot of times the food is supplied by little
entrepreneur vendors who come and bring food to you?
MR. KAMAI: That is true. Mom and Pop lunch wagons, they come to the job site and that's
how they make their living and it's them too, they rely on the construction industry to
provide for their families as well.
CCULO:: .IVIEMBER
Well, thank you very much. I just wanted to ask you about
• ,G.;e things beau6e, you know, when we talk about losing jobs, it's really not just
carpenters who lose jobs, everybody loses jobs.
-.

VlAI: That's true.
1EMBER
MATEO: Thank you, ohnson, followed by Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, I just had a question because I know that I've seen
you testify before this body as well as the Planning Commission. The time shares
that have been approved, have you worked on all of them, all of the various phases
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in your union, or do you have agreements now that you will be guaranteed jobs once
the time shares are approved.
There's no agreements, no, nothing whatsoever.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay, so if someone brings in a construction firm from the
mainland to, which is what the Ritz did, there is no guarantee that those jobs will go
to your people.
MR. KAMAI: Obviously not if they brought 'urn in from the mainland and we're sitting there
watching them work. No agreements whatsoever.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay, but has like, for example Kaanapali Ocean Resort,
have your members had any jobs on the previous phases of that project.
MR. KAMAI: Yes, they have.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay, thank you very much
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Johnson.
Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair.
Mr. Kamai, thank you for being here. I don't know if you have the answer to this
question but it's similar to what Ms. Johnson was getting to. Do you know how many
projects here on, well in the County, that do not use local trade unions?
KAMA!: I can think of two so far, when you e9y projects, you talking hotel-OEMBER ANDERSON: Well yeah, a
r til

sharE

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: A major project, not, you know, just one or two homes,
but, yeah a major project.
-

‘/;F:. KAMAI: Yeah, there's a, there's a lot of projects that don't use union labor right now.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Could you give me the names of a couple just to
enlighten us.
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MR. KAMAI: There's some projects, housing projects up in Kihei Industrial Park, the
Technological Park. That's all non-union. They got projects like the, in Kapalua, the
Ritz Carlton, as high profile as it is, they went non-union on their project. There's that
project across the street up there, building up Wailuku Heights, they are non-union as
well.
CC 1.2NCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Just wondering if there's a law we can pass to prevent
that. And that's, that what, you know that's what concerns me is, 'urn the Ritz
Carlton, I don't know if they're doing any fractional but Kapalua Bay tore down a hotel
to do time share units and they're not using any union labor, is that correct.
MR. KAMAI: Kapalua Bay is using union labor.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: It is using unions.
MR. KAMAI: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay, thank you very much.
Thank you, Chairman.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Anderson. Members, additional questions for
Mr. Kamai. Thank you very much.
MR. KAMAI: Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: 7 ,1!r. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK:, t_
- ,eaker is Andrew Kaina, followed by Bruce Wagenbrenner.
IDREW KAINP :estifyinq aunty '

nunicE

Aloha kakahiaka, everybody, good mor
M lame is Andrew Ka
ma
member of Local 368. The reason why I e ii oppose this 08 72.
le what
it, what it is it's, if they're going to put a contract on that, to hold it for one ye -- , I go on
unemployment. There's a whole bunch of other people that's going to go on
unemployment. And as they said earlier, after six months of unemployment, you
have no unemployment at all, so where do we go from there.
-

-

I've seen some of the people that dropped out of the union, actually turn to drugs. I
came from the Big Island and I gave up drugs about ten years ago. I came here and
the union, when I joined up with the union, this is all I do. They keep me busy, so I
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can, my mind can't go anywhere else but on the job. And to put this 08-72, you know
that one year thing in effect, what's going to happen is like you said, a lot of people
here is not going to have jobs, not going to get paid. What are they going to do?
Where are they going to go?
My wife and I were just talking to some friends who just flew in from Las Vegas and
they used to work here in the union, and they said that Vegas has a whole bunch of,
whole bunch of work, a lot of work, good paying. I pay $1,600 a month for a, a 1,000
square foot, two bedroom home for me, my wife and my two children. And I've talked
with other people, my friends that came back from Vegas and they said you can get a
four bedroom house, for $1,100 with a swimming pool in Vegas.
And, you know, it's kind of gets everybody here thinking why should we stay here?
You know, us local people that was born and raised here, why should we stay here
when somebody, someplace else has a lot more opportunities for us where we can
even save money. But here we can't do it because what's going to happen is people
going to hold the jobs up, we ain't got nothing, we turn to nothing, no welfare, no
nothing and that's it, we're gone, you know.
So, I'd just like to say that I'm against this 08-72, okay. Thank you very much.
Mahalo.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Kaina.
Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, and thanks very much for your testimony. And my
dad was in the union so I know what it is not to have food on the
One of the t gs that you entioned was that, of course, the cos,
high. I take
ou've work€ )11 time share projects before?
KAIN/

.

sing is so

es. I have.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay, do you believe that one of the responsibilities of
these companies that come here to do business is to also provide not just jobs for
construction workers, locally, but also to provide housing for the people who are like
yourself working on the projects, as well as housing for the emp.o-ees once the
projects are completed.
MR. KAINA: Urn, right now what my, my feeling is, is, my work, the housing that we have
right now, the union keeps my housing for me, right now. The money that they pay
me, I can pay my rent, I can pay my bills. I, that's my housing for me.
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Today, now days, here in Maui, I mean who can afford a house now days, you know.
Affordable housing, how much is affordable housing, $200,000 that's affordable to
most people, not us. Okay, so when people talk about affordable housing and stuff
like that, affordable housing to us would be probably about $100,000 would be, that
would be nice, that would be awesome, you know. Two hundred thousand that's way
out of our league.
You know, we got our families to support. Paying $1,600 a month just to rent, then
you got your electricity, then you got your phones, then you got the food. By the time
we're done paying our rent and everything for the month, our monthly bills run up to
about twenty-five to six, twenty-five to three thousand dollars a month with the gas
and everything. So working with the union, they have provided me with that, you
know.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And, and I totally appreciate that, what I'm trying to I
guess, and I'll ask it a slightly different way. Is there a responsibility when you create
jobs and employment to at least have the people that are doing these things, help the
people such as yourself as, you know, you stated your union, shouldn't they be
helping the union to provide for places so that the employees like you have a place to
live?
MR. KAINA: If they can, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay, thank you.
1VR. KAINA: Thank you.
L-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Johnson. Members, additional questions for
Mr. Kaina. Hearinn nn p thank you very much.
.

INA: Maha
,IR

COUNTY CLERK: Next speaker is Bruce Wagenbrenner, followed by Thomas Fairbanks.
MR. BRUCE WAGENBRENNER (testifying on County Communication No. 08-72):
Good morning. My name is Bruce Wagenbrenner. I am, a laborer in the Local
Union 368, I've been a laborer for 18 years. I'm, I was born on the mainland, I'm
Caucasian, Cherokee Indian, I mean I graduated from Waipahu, 1970. Back then it
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was kill haole day every day of the week. I survived it. This I cannot survive. I
cannot, I cannot survive unemployment. I've been unemployed for two and half
months now because they're holding back the permits for the construction.
I, I install the infrastructures. My job is pipe laying, I put in all the pipes underground
and I put them in right the first time. Now I don't have work. My, my daughters, my,
my son, my daughter they all had to move to the mainland, there is not work.
My daughter called me up the other day, wants to come back here cause her
husband joined the labor union over there in Seattle. And, I told her, well I'm out of
work, and she said oh, now she's afraid of coming back.
You know, we can't, you know afford, you know I can't afford to be unemployed. I've
been doing this too long. I mean, I managed fast food restaurants for 14 years. I ran
a, I ran a beer warehouse for three and a half year. , I ran a video store for two and a
half years. But I got into construction because I got tired of being the boss. You
know, it, it pays more also, but, I can't afford being unemployed.
You know, I'm afraid of having to retire because next month I'll be 57, but the young
boys still have a hard time keeping up with me, because what I know, what I put in
the ground is right the first time. But now I can't do it.
I widened Kaahumanu Avenue, I did that whole project over there. You know, my,
it's just that I'm out of work. And holding these things back is hurting everybody, not
just me, cause, you know, we just can't afford, you know, the economy is going down
hill now. I don't know what else to say, you know . . this hurts.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Are you done Mr. Wagenbrenner. Mem:::ers, questions for the
testifier? Hearing none, thank you very much.

CL

\GENBRENNER: Thank you
_

MR. THOMAS

last indi
!ring test

I signed
on Cour

offer testimony is Thomas Fairba
,mmunication No. 08 29 [sic].
-

rtestifying on Bill No. 29 (2008)1:

Aloha, Councilmembers. I just want to thank you again for your patience and your
support. And I also wanted to just point out that because of your patience and your
flexibility in our situation, you know, that we were able to continue our project. And
I'm hoping that you'll support us again today.
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But, I just thought it might be hope, helpful to think about that in the, as you go

through the process soon on the new legislation for TVR's and B&B's that you
probably should be considering about flexibility for different situations like ours and
that would be, I think important if you want to continue to encourage historic
preservation. And that's all I have to say.
Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, questions for Mr. Fairbanks. Seeing none,
thank you very much.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Mr. Chairman, Mr. Fairbanks was the last individual who signed up to
offer testimony this morning.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. If there is anyone in, in the gallery wanting to share your
comments with the Council this morning, you're invited to come up to the podium.
Mr. Cook, why don't you go ahead and testify and you can complete your form af-after you're done.

MR. THOMAS COOK (testifying on County Communication No. 08-72):
Thank you, Chair, Councilmembers. My name is Thomas Cook, I'm here to speak as
an individual and bus--business owner, parent, grandparent. Jacqueline Hariguchi
from Maui Contractor's Association submitted written testimony on behalf of the
organization.
I'm, I went online and looked at the property tax rates and if,
,
,iistaken, you
folks put $11.00 per thousand for time share and 4.50 or somethim, r er thousand for
residential. This is the time of the budget, you're going to be reviewing over the next
couple months.
I think that a lot of the discussion we've heard today, the common thread,
s ° lability, and work, and preservation of our Lommunity. I'm hopeful that the
focu can shift. Not preservation and keeping things the same, keep, keep that
focus, but also be a little more farsighted as far as, you know, how is the community
going to generate additional revenues and manage additional revenues in the future
so that we can implement affordable housing policies in collaboration with
public/private partnerships. And the government have some money to be able to
possibly do their own projects. Purchasing historic or special lands.
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And, so the things that, the social programs that the community, we would like to
support, need to be funded. And the way that its funded is from real property tax. So
I'm just asking that, you know, and I don't own a time share, I'm not a time share
advocate.
But from a business perspective, I look at people coming repetitively and if, if a hotel
goes out of business, everybody loses their jobs and it has a big effect on the
community. Time share has some sustainability in that it's diversified, it's unlikely
that not everybody is going to show up. I understand that, less work, it changes the
work structure and matrix for hotel versus the time share.
But our world is changing, we don't have Liberty House on this island. I mean that
might sound nuts, but for me, I never ever thought that Liberty House would go out of
business, okay. Things change and we need to adapt with it.
You're going to be reviewing the budget process, I hope that you take this factor into
consideration, how much money is generated and all these different categories and, I
just don't understand the logic of this time share proposal concept.
And one last thing, because I know I'm running out of time. I would really like to see
the General Plan be kicked in the butt, and get going. A lot of this discussion evolves
around the fact that we do not have a solid community plan in place and it's, so
you're going to have, you're having to deal with this, okay. Please, whatever it takes,
let's get the General Plan on track.
Aloha.
VICE - CHAIR IVLJEO:
Ms. Anderson.

r'../!ei-.7t.=3

ILMEMBER ANDERSON: I.
growing out
.

Questions fa 7.1L . Cook?

,or being here,

-

-

Seeing,

,ot something

Were
u around in '91 when they did, the Coun
I pass a
inance ir
putting a moratorium on hotel development until le community plans and
General Plan had been updated?
Did you think that that worked then?
MR. COOK: Tell you the truth, in '91 I was raising my kids. I wasn't as involved and I knew
from reading the Maui News that it went on, but I couldn't, I couldn't tell you.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah. And, and just one little plug. You know Macy's
filled in where Liberty House moved out so, we still have a good shopping,
department store in the mall.
MR. COOK: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: jjst wanted to give them a plug.
MR. COOK: No, I, I, I agree. People, my, my thing was that, that things change.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Things change but that doesn't mean that-MR. COOK: It's good or bad, it's just-COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: --well I mean the jobs are still there, it's just a different
entity.
MR. COOK: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay, thank you for being here.
MR. COOK: Thank you very much.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Members, additional questions for Mr. Cook. Seeing none, thank
you very much.
MR. COOK: Mahalo.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: The Chair will again, for the last time offer the opportunity for an)'
wanting to share your comments with the Council, you're welcome to come cloy\
the podium at this time.
Members seeing no or
testimc

objectior

use public

MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Mr. Chairman, written testimony has been received and duly distributed.
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VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Members, again with no objections, the Chair would like to receive
for the record the testimonies that had been submitted for today's meeting.
7 .'EMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.
,

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. So ordered.
Mr. Clerk.
THERE BEING NO OBJECTION, WRITTEN TESTIMONY RECEivED
FROM THE FOLLOWING WERE MADE A PART OF THE RECORD
OF THIS MEETING:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Douglas Lupton, President, All Islands Timeshare Resales;
Richard J. Zimmerman, Resort General Manager, Kahana Falls
Resort;
Mitchell Imanaka, Chair, ARDA — Hawaii;
David J. Evans, Group Vice President, Group RCI;
Randy You, Director — West Region, Group RCI;
Thomas A. Goodman, Senior Vice President, Wyndham Vacation
Ownership, Inc.; and
David C. Gilbert, Interval International.

The following committee reports were presented.

COM'1iTEE REPORTS
COullulTTEE :FPORT
08 .
NC.

- BUDGET AND FINANCE COMMITTEE:

RecommE ling the following:
That BILL NO.
31 (2008), entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE
AMENDING APPENDIX A OF THE FISCAL YEAR 2008 BUDGET FOR THE
COUNTY OF MAUI AS IT PERTAINS TO THE DEPARTMENT OF
PLANNING", be PASSED Or: FIRST READING and be ORDERED TO
PRINT; and
2.

That County Communication No. 08-37, from the Budget Director, be FILED.

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Pontanilla.
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
I MOVE THAT COMMITTEE REPORT NO. 08-35 BE ADOPTED.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:
SECOND.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: It's been moved by Mr. Pontanilla, second by Mr. Molina, to adopt
Committee Report No. 08-35. Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
This report details the Budget and Finance Committee's review and recommended
approval of a proposed bill to amend Appendix A of the Fiscal Year 2008 Budget,
pertaining to the Department of Planning. The amendment provides an increased
appropriation of $50,000 to recognize a State grant awarded to the Department of,
for it's "Certified Local Government Program."
The Department reported that it, it intends to use the grant to expand the scope of
the County's Cultural Resources Management Plan Update.
Your Committee further recommended filing of the communication.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla.
Members, additional discussion? Hearing none, the Chai7 will
All those in favor of the motion to adopt Committee P.e7i 71
filing of the communication, signify by saying "aye."
,

for the question.
E3
as the

AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, RI
JOHNSON, MEDEIROS, MOLINA, P01
VICTORINO, AND VICE-CHAIR IV
:HAIR MATEO: Those opposed.
NOES:
EXCUSED: CHAIR HOKAMA.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Motion is carried; eight "ayes"; one "excused", Chairman Hokama.
Mr. Clerk.
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COUNTY CLERK: BILL NO. 31.
COMMITTEE REPORT
08-36
NO.

- BUDGET AND FINANCE COMMITTEE:

Recommending the following:
1.

That BILL NO.
32 (2008), entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE
AMENDING APPENDIX A OF THE FISCAL YEAR 2008 BUDGET FOR THE
COUNTY OF MAUI AS IT PERTAINS TO THE DEPARTMENT OF
PLANNING", be PASSED ON FIRST READING and be ORDERED TO
PRINT; and

2.

That County Communication No. 08-38, from the Budget Director, be FILED.

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
I MOVE THAT COMMITTEE REPORT NO. 08-36 BE ADOPTED.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:
SECOND.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: It's been movec by Mr. Pontanilla, second by Mr. Molina, to adopt
Committee Report 08-36. Mr.
MEMBER PONTAN

Mr. Chair.

This report details the Budget and Finance Committee's review and recommended
approval of a proposed bill to amend the Fiscal Year 2008 Budget, pertaining to the
Department of Planning. The amendment provides an increased appropriation of
$250,000 to recognize a grant awarded by the "Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FPA)", to the County for "Flood Insurance Studies."
The proposed bill was revised to incorporate the pending budget amendments and
non-substantive revisions and your Committee recommended passage of the revised
bill and the filing of the communication.
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VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Members, additional discussion? Hearing none, all those in favor of
the motion to adopt Committee Report No. 08-36, as well as the filing of the
communication signify by saying "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON,
BAISA,
JOHNSON, MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA,
VICTORINO, AND VICE-CHAIR MATEO.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed.
NOES: NONE.
EXCUSED: CHAIR HOKAMA.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Motion is carried; eight "ayes"; one "excused", Chairman Hokama.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: For the record, BILL NO. 32.
COMMITTEE REPORT
08-37
NO.

- BUDGET AND FINANCE COMMITTEE:

Recommending that County Communication No. 07-254, from the Director of Water
Supply, transmitting a report entitled "FY 2008 Water Rate Study, County of Maui,
Department of Supply, July 2008", prepared by R. W. Beck, Inc., be FILED.
MATE (Y rki
OEMBEF

Thank you. Chairman.
)RT NO. OE

DPTED,

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:
SECOND.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: It's been moved by Member Pontanilla, second by Member Molina,
to adopt Committee Report No. 08-37. Mr. Pontanilla.
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
This report details your Budget and Finance Committee's examination of a water rate
study report prepared by the consultant R. W. Beck, Inc. as transmitted from the
Director of Water Supply.
Your Committee met with representatives of the Administration, Department of Water
Supply, and of the consulting firm R. W. Beck, Inc. In discussion of the report which
summarized the methodology, assumptions, analyses, and the results of the
Department of Water Supply's rate review process that occurred from June 2006
through May 2007.
The Committee remained aware of the challenge of establishing water rates that
remain equitable, fair and can address the needs of the County's water systems
infrastructure.
Through the adoption of this Committee Report, the Committee recommends filing of
the County Communication 07-254.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, addition, go ahead, Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Mr. Chair, could I ask for a brief recess, please.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Sure, we'll stand in recess.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you.
(THE MEETING WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 10:20 A.M., AND WAS
RECONVENED AT 10:22 A.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT EXCEPT FOR
CHAIR HOKAMA, Exrt IsEn
MAT I

Duna of

of

2008

)nvene

Mr. Pontanil
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
After conferring with Member Anderson, once we take action on this Committee
Report, we'll doc trans the study rate to the Water Resource Committee.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Ms. Anderson.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah, thank you for that recess, Mr. Chair. I just wanted
to make sure that we would still have that information available. The Water Resource
Committee will be taking up water rates in our Monday morning meeting and so I just
wanted to make sure that by filing this we weren't precluding our ability to use that
information. Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms., thank you, Ms. Anderson.
Members, the Chair will call for the question. All those in the favor, in favor of the
motion to adopt Committee Report No. 08-37, signify by saying "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON,
BAISA,
JOHNSON, MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA,
VICTORINO, AND VICE-CHAIR MATEO.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed.
NOES: NONE.
EXCUSED: CHAIR HOKAMA.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, motion is carried; eight "ayes"; one "excused", Chairman
Hokama.
Mr. Clerk.
CCHIMITTEE REPORT
08-38
NC.

- 71'6DGET AND FINANCE COMMITTEE:

Recommending the fc wing:
That
33
_008), entitled "A BILL FOF
RDINANCE
AMENDII FISC (EAR 2008 BUDGET FOR THE COUNTY OF
71!..U1 AS ii PERTAINS iu ESTIMATT2 REVENUES, LANAI COMMUNITY
FAN AREA — LANAI CITY AFFORilDi:sELE HOUSING P7OJECT, TOTAL
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROJECT APPROPRIAPONS, AND TOTAL
APPROPRIATIONS (OPERATING AND CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT
PROJECTS)", be PASSED ON FIRST READING and be ORDERED TO
PRINT; and
2.

That County Communication No. 08-35, from the Budget Director, be FILED.
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VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
I MOVE THAT COMMITTEE REPORT NO. 08-38 BE ADOPTED.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:
SECOND.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: It's been moved by Mr. Pontanilla, second by Mr. Molina, to adopt
Committee Report No. 08-38. Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
This report details your Committee's review and recommended approval of a bill to
amend the Fiscal Year 2008 Budget, by providing increase to Carryover/Savings in
the General Fund by $350,000; and by increasing the appropriation to $850,000 for
the Lanai Community Plan Area, for the "Lanai City Affordable Housing Project."
The increased appropriation was deemed necessary based on detailed cost
estimates provided subsequent to prelim--prelim--preliminary estimate of $500,000.
The proposed bill was revised to incorporate pending budget amendments and nonsubstantive revisions. Your Committee recommends passage of the revised
proposed bill that will advance this affordable housing project on Lanai and the filing
of the communication.
:-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, additional discussion? Seeing
ne, all
those i avor of the motion to adopt Committee Report No. 08-38, as wi as the
filinc
e communication signify by saying "aye."
COUN _MEMBERS ANDERSON,
JOHN: N, MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PON
VICTORINO, AND VICE-CHAIR MATEO.
-

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed.
NOES: NONE.
EXCUSED: CHAIR HOKAMA.

.

3AISA
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VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Members. Motion is carried; eight "ayes"; one
"excused", Chairman Hokama.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: For the record, BILL NO. 33.
COMMITTEE REPORT
NO.
08-39

- LAND USE COMMITTEE:

Recommending the following:
1.

That BILL NO. 34 (2008), entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE TO
AMEND THE STATE LAND USE DISTRICT CLASSIFICATION FROM
AGRICULTURAL TO URBAN FOR PROPERTY SITUATED AT KAEO,
HONUAULA, MAKENA, MAUI, HAWAII", be PASSED ON FIRST READING
and be ORDERED TO PRINT;
That BILL NO. 35 (2008), entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE TO
AMEND THE KIHEI-MAKENA COMMUNITY PLAN AND LAND USE MAP
FROM HOTEL TO SINGLE-FAMILY FOR PROPERTY SITUATED AT KAEO,
HONUAULA, MAKENA, MAUI, HAWAII", be PASSED ON FIRST READING
and be ORDERED TO PRINT;
That BILL NO. 36 (2008), entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE TO
ESTABLISH R-3 RESIDENTIAL DISTRICT ZONING (CONDITIONAL
ZONING) FOR PROPERTY SITUATED AT KAEO, MAKENA,
MAUI,
be PASSED ON FIRST READING .7..77:
OR- 1:D TO
PRINT;
.

4.

That the County Clerk EC( - D t
Conditional Zoning"; and

5.

That County Communication No. 02-27, from the Planning Director, be
TAATEO: Mr. Molina.

CC

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
MOVE TO ADOPT COMMI I I EE REPORT NO. 08-39 AND
THE FILING OF THE COMMUNICATION.
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:
SECOND.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Vs been moved by Mr. Molina, second by Mr. Pontanilla, to adopt
Committee Report No. 08-39, that includes the filing. Mr. Molina.
COUNCILN.MBER MOLINA: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Your Land Use Committee met on three separate occasions to discuss a request
from BNO1 and Pacific Rim Investments, LLC to approve a four-unit Single-Family
condominium on approximately 1.552 acres in Makena, Maui, Hawaii.
On February 6, 2008, the Land Use Committee approved the three bills as read by
the Clerk with five attached conditions. I'd like to thank the applicant for a voluntary
contribution of $250,000 to be used towards an affordable housing project in the
Kihei-Makena area in conjunction with Lokahi Pacific.
And I'd also like to thank the area residents as well as area representative
Councilmember Anderson, for her assistance in bringing up concerns related to
beach access, parking signs and, as well as establishing time parameters, and the
prohibition of a commercial use in the area. These issues have been addressed in
one of the conditions as well.
So I would ask for the Members' support of this application.
Mr. Chairman.

Thank you,

VICE-CHAIR ! .5.ATEO: Thank you,
,

Members a tonal discussion? Hearing none, the Chair will call fc
hose
or of the motion to adopt Committee Report No. 08-3S
unical i Si 'fy by saying "aye."
OOUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON,
BAISA,
MEDEIROS.
MOLINA,
PONTANILLA.
VICTORINO, AND VICE-CHAIR MATEO.
VICE-CH&i::..JEO: Those opposed.
NOES: COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON.
EXCUSED: CHAIR HOKAMA.

iestion.
as the
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VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Members, it is seven "ayes", one "nay", one "excused",
Chairman Hokama. The "nay" is Ms. Johnson. Motion is carried.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: For the record, BILL NOS. 34, 35, and 36, respectively.
COMM1 I I EE REPORT
08-40
NO.

- POLICY COMMITTEE:

Recommending that RESOLUTION NO.
08-21 , entitled "AUTHORIZING
ADDITIONAL COMPENSATION OF SPECIAL COUNSEL ASHFORD & WRISTON,
FOR ALAN M. ARAKAWA, IN ASGHAR ft SADRI V. JAMES H. APANA, AN
INDIVIDUAL; ET AL.; CIVIL NO. CV 07-00109 SOM-BMK", be ADOPTED.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Chair.
ON BEHALF OF POLICY COMMITTEE CHAIR MATEO, I MOVE
TO ADOPT COMM! I I EE REPORT NO. 08-40.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA:
SECC i
-

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: It's been moved by Ms. Anderson, second by Ms. Baisa, to adopt
Committee Report No. 08-40. Ms. Anderson.
JNCILMEMBER ANDERS

Thank yc

air.

policy Committee met on February 19, 2008 and recommended adoptio
proposed resolution to authorize $20,000 in additional compensation for special
counsel Ashford & Wriston, for Man M. Arakawa, in Asghar
Sadri v. James H.
Apana, an individual, et al.; Civil
CV 07-00109 SOM.- 31V1.!..
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: On, on behalf of Policy Committee Chair Mateo, I
respectfully ask for the body's full support of the adoption of this resolution. Thank
you.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Anderson. Members, additional discussion?
Hearing none.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Chair.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Go ahead, Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: On my own behalf, I would like to just say that, you know
this is, well I guess we have second and final on this but, just leading up to that, this
is almost the very final chapter in a sad saga and I just appreciate your Policy
Committee in, in working through all of these issues on the Montana Beach property.
The Committee Report doesn't mention that, or at least my comments didn't mention
that. I think it's important for people to know that this is one of the last acts that we're
going to have to do to make sure that all this property stays in the public's domain in
perpetuity.
So thank you, Mr. Chairman.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Anderson. Any additional discussion, Members?
The Chair will call for the question. All those in favor of the motion to adopt
Committee Report No. 08-40, signify by saying "aye."
AYES CCUNO[H....MEMBERS
ANDERSON,
BAISA,
.TEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA,
ND VICE-CHAIR MATEO.
:

)se opposed.

NOES: NONE.
EXCUSED: CHAIR HOKAMA.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Motion is carried; eight "ayes"; one "excused", Chairman Hokama.
M7. Clerk.

COUNTY CLERK: For the record RESOLUTION 08-21.
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COMMITTEE REPORT
08-41
NO.

- POLICY COMMITTEE:

Recommending the following:
1.

That RESOLUTION NO. 08-22 , entitled "APPROVING THE ACQUISITION
OF REAL PROPERTY AT WAILUKU, MAUI, HAWAII", be ADOPTED; and

2.

That County Communication No. 08-44, from the Chief of Police, be FILED.

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair.
ON BEHALF OF THE POLICY COMMITTEE CHAIR MATEO, I
MOVE TO ADOPT COMMITTEE REPORT NO. 08-41.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:
SECOND.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: It's been moved by Ms. Anderson, second by Mr. Pontanilla, to
adopt Committee Report No. 08-41. !V..
INCILMFMRER AninrRsnni. Thank

.

y,

air.

:cc
=ebruary 19. 2008 a
the proposed resolution to approve the acquisition of real property i
subject property will be renovated and become the County Morgue.

iluku,

On behalf of Policy Committee Chair Mateo, I respectfully ask for the body's full
support for adoption of this resolution.
Thank you.

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Anderson.
Ms. Johnson, go ahead.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, and I would like to correct the Maui News first of all
that if they would look back in the record, our Council and I think it's the majority of
people that are still here all supported the morgue. At no time did we ever not
support the morgue.
In fact, when the budget item came up, I was the one, and because of other events,
you know, I was actually the one who helped to get this in the budget in the first place
because then Mayor Arakawa did not really perhaps want to move forward with that.
But be that as it may, I was one of the people that was behind there pushing along
with Chief Tom Phillips and Burt Freeland and also Dr. Manoukian for a better
morgue.
So if the Maui News looks back, I would hope that they would print a retraction and a
correction, because at no time did this Council ever say that we did not support the
morgue. We reduced the money primarily to allow for an appraisal, which was part of
the process.
So, I just wanted to make it abundantly clear that this Council has supported the
dignity and the families who will visit the morgue, which in some situations will be a
very painful experience. But at least we have supported that final memory that many
of our loved ones will have of their loved ones.
So, I know that Pauline . . . who's one of the people responsible for this, she lost her
husband and I actually became aware of all of the conditions at the morgue. And the
loss of her husband is what triggered my request to then Mayor Arakawa, and led to
the support by Chief Phillips and other people.
People have been fighting this long before I ever came onto the Council for a better
morgue. But I think that oftentimes, it takes a tragic circumstance to occur before we
realize what we are dealing with. And I never knew that the Chief of Police was the
Jnty Coroner until this whole thing had come forward.
So, I, I, just think that it's important that we report things rrectly and tha veryone
n this community knows that we did support this projec om it's inception. And I
want to thank Chair Hoka:r. .ho also took it upon himself to work with the people
behind the scenes on tl Ys pecause it, it is a good property.
--

-

I completely agree viith the Police Chief and also with those who supported this
the way along that we need to protect the chain of evidence and we do need to
provide for other needs of the Police Department.
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But most of all, I really think that my experience in just going through this whole
process has been one of really opening my eyes to know what existed and how
shameful that people have had to endure the pain and suffering and have that terrible
memory in what is presently our morgue as the last memory that they will ever have
of their loved ones.
So, thank you Members, and I do appreciate all the support and I know that Burt
Freeland and Dr. Manoukian and certainly the Police Department and Chief Phillips
will appreciate it too.
Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Johnson.
Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
You know I, I never thought I would say that I'm excited about getting a morgue, you
know. But, I had the experience of seeing what we presently have and I can totally
understand the necessity of having a new morgue. And I would invite any of our, our
new colleagues on the Council, if you have not had the opportunity to go and visit
what we presently have, I would encourage you to go and see and then you can
totally, fully understand my excitement, and please give Mr. Freeland a call.
So needless to say, I'll be supporting this and, when you think about it, the morgues
and funerals, it's not only for the deceased, it's also for the living. And as Member
Johnson had, had mentioned, it's about dignity and respect. So, I'll be
wholeheartedly supporting this, Mr, Chairman.
Thank
HAIR

-I,

Mr. Molina.

Members, additional discussion? Seeing none the Chair will call for the question. All
those in favor of tie motion to adopt Committee Report No. 08-41, including the filing
of the communi :ation, signify by saying "aye."
,

AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON,
BAISA,
JOHNSON, MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA,
VICTORINO, AND VICE-CHAIR MATEO.
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VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed.
NOES: NONE.
EXCUSED: CHAIR HOKAMA.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Motion is carried; eight "ayes"; one "excused", Chairman Hokama.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: RESOLUTION 08-22.
COMMITTEE REPORT
08-42
NO.

- POLICY COMMITTEE:

Recommending the following:
That RESOLUTION NO. 08-23 , entitled "AUTHORIZING AN AGREEMENT
AMONG THE COUNTY, NACO, AND CAREMARK RELATING TO A
PRESCRIPTION DRUG DISCOUNT CARD PROGRAM FOR RESIDENTS
OF THE COUNTY OF MAUI", be ADOPTED; and
2.

That County Communication No. 08-24, from the Council Chair, be FILED.

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANGLRSON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
ON BEHALF OF THE POLICY COME .1 1 F
MOVE TO ADOF , )MMITTEE REPC
-

Alf . TEO, I
-42
.

MEMBER BAISA:
SECOND.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: It's been moved by Ms. Alderson, second by Ms. Baisa, to adopt
Committee Report No. 08-42. Ms. Anderson.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Your Policy Committee met on February 19, and recommended the adoption of the
proposed resolution to authorize the Council Chair and Director of Finance to enter
into a joint agreement with the National Association of Counties and Caremark
enabling any resident of the County to receive a prescription drug discount
identification card at no cost through a program established by the National
Association of Counties.
On behalf of Policy Committee Chair Mateo, I respectfully ask for the body's full
support for the adoption of this resolution.
Thank you, Chair.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Anderson.
Members, additional discussion? Hearing none.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: I'm sorry, go ahead, Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: On my own behalf, I, I just think it's worth noting
Mr. Chair, for the public, the listening public that this drug discount identification card
can be used by, alone or in addition to an existing drug insurance program to obtain
a 10 percent discount on covered prescriptions.
The identification card is acceptable at all large pharmacies including Longs Drug
Store and that the, this program is the only known prescription drug. drug program to
cover some prescriptions for pets.
guess anybody that wants to kn
more a Lit this program can c
pharmacy and find out about it. Ten percent is a
hen you're paying
medication on a monthly basis. So, I just want_ °
t that additional info
out so peop _
/are.
Thank you, Chair.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Anderson.
Ms. Johnson.

)n
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And, and I would just add that you would never think it, but
for years, our now deceased pet Missy took insulin. And ordinarily, you would never,
you just have to pay full cost, but this kind of a card at least it would enable myself to
have gotten the medication and others who have insulin dependent pets, to, you
know, save a little bit on that medication.
Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Just one final comment. You know, our Council Chair
brought this forward and it is a National Association of Counties program and that's
where he is right now, so I thought we should mention it. He's in Washington D.C.
attending the NACo Conference back there, hopefully on his way home to get his
toes warmed.
But thank him very much for bringing this program forward to the County. I think all
of our residents will benefit from it very much.
Thank you, Chair.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Anderson. Member, any additional discussion? If
not the Chair will call for the question. All those in favor of the motion to adopt
Committee Report No. 08-42, including the filing of this communication, signify by
saying "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON,
BA:SA,
JOHNSON, MEDEROS, MOMIA, PONTA" !ILLA,
VICTORINO,•
..iATEO.
,

:HAIR M,

)se opposed
NO

NONE .

JSED: CHAIR HOKAMA,

.:
Chaicrari Hokama.

!=3 carried, Members, thank you; eight "ayes"; one "excused",

Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: For the record RESOLUTION NO. 08-23.
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The following County Communications were presented.

COUNTY COMMLIN,CAT:ONS
NO. 08-66

- BENJAMIN M. ACOB, PROSECUTING ATTORNEY,
(dated February 19, 2008)

Transmitting a copy of a Grant Award letter from the Department of the Attorney
General for the VAWA and JAG Projects.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
MOVE TO FILE COUNTY COM--COMMUNICATION NO. 08-66.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:
SECOND.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: It's been moved by Mr. Pontanilla, second by Mr. Molina, to file
County Communication No. 08-66. Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
This communication from the Prosecuting Attorney transmits to Council a copy of a
Grant Award letter received from the r_`7,-partment of Attorney General indicating
contracted funds awarded through the 'iolence Againe+ Women Act Grant and
Justice Assistance Grant granted for the rpose related t he 2008 Statewide MultiDisciplinary Sexual Assault T
g
.

ink you.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr, Pontanilla.
Memte7s, additional discussion? Hearing none, Members, a. those in favor of the
motici to file County Communication No. 08-66, signify by saying "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON,
BAISA,
JOHNSON, MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA,
VICTORINO, AND VICE-CHAIR MATEO.
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VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed.
NOES: NONE.
EXCUSED: CHAIR HOKAMA.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Motion is carried; eight "ayes"; one "excused", Mr. Hokama.
Mr. Clerk.
NO. 08-67

- KALBERT K. YOUNG, DIRECTOR OF FINANCE,
(dated January 31, 2008)

Transmitting eighty-five contracts for December 2007 for filing with the County Clerk.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
MOVE TO FILE COUNTY COMMUNICATION NO. 08-67.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:
SECOND.
VICE-CHAR ;v■ATEO: Been moved by Mr. Pontanilla, second by Th."" )lina, to file County
Communication No, 08-,
Pontanilla
-

.

VIEMBER PONTANI

Thank you, Chair.

communication from the Finance Director, transmits eig
he month of December 2007.
I sent a memo dated February 26, 2008 to all of the Members requesting that they
notify me if they would like to refer a contract to the apprc: .): iate standing committee
for discussion. Having not received any request from the :',/ler:Tbers, my request is to
file County Communication 08-67.
-

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla.
Members, additional discussion? Ms. Johnson.

-
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I, I just wanted the public to note that the month of
December, you could generally tell that this was the end of a CIP year because when
I attempted to add up the numbers my calculator ran out of room. So, suffice it to
say, there's probably easily $30 million or more that were expended during this
contract period. So, if anyone wants to see a copy of this, of the contracts that were
issued, it's on file.
Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Johnson.
Additional comments, Members? If not, Members, all those in favor of the motion to
file County Communication No. 08-67, signify by saying "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON,
BAISA,
JOHNSON, MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA,
VICTORINO, AND VICE-CHAIR MATEO.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed.
NOES: NONE.
EXCUSED: CHAIR HOKAMA.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Motion is carried; eight "ayes"; one "excused", Chairman Hokama.
F.. Clerk.
08-68 -

NESSA A. MEDEIROS, DIRT
ONCERNS,
(dated Februar

R OF HOUSING AND HUMAN

2008)

Transmitting the proposed "County of Maui Affordable Housi
Annual Plan Fiscal Year 2009".

and Program

The COUNTY CLERK stated that the recommended action is that County Commu7:cation
No. 08-68 be referred o the Budget and Finance Committee.
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NO. 08-69

- FREDERICK D. PABLO, BUDGET DIRECTOR,
(dated February 28, 2008)

Transmitting a proposed bill entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AMENDING
APPENDIX A OF THE FISCAL YEAR 2008 BUDGET FOR THE COUNTY OF MAUI
AS IT PERTAINS TO THE DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING".
The County Clerk stated that the recommended action is that County Communication
No. 08-69 be referred to the Budget and Finance Committee.
NO. 08-70

- JEFFREY S. HUNT, PLANNING DIRECTOR,
(dated February 28, 2008)

Transmitting a proposed bill entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AMENDING
ORDINANCE NO. 3397 (2006), TO EXTEND A CONDITIONAL PERMIT TO
CHERIE ATTIX TO ALLOW THE CONTINUED OPERATION OF THE HALE
HOOKIPA INN FOR PROPERTY SITUATED AT 32 PAKANI PLACE, MAKAWAO,
MAUI, HAWAII", and other related documents.
The COUNTY CLERK stated that the recommended action is that County Communication
No. 08-70 be referred to the Land Use Committee.
NO. 08-71

- COLLEEN M. SUYAMA, DEPUTY PLANNING DIRECTOR,
(dated February 27, 2008)

Relating to applications submitted by the Planning Director for the
)posed North
Beach Park and Charles Nunes property, transmitting pertinent doc rents and the
following proposed bills entitled:
BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE TO AMEND THE WEST MAUI COMMUI
PLAN AND LAND USE MAP FROM PARK TO BUSINESS, HOTEL
BUSINESS, HOTEL TO PARK, AND BUSINESS TO PARK FOR PROPE SITUATED AT LAHAINA, MAUI, HAWAII";
2.

"A BILL FOR AN ORDNANCE TO CHANGE ZCG FROM R - 3
RESIDENTIAL DISTRICT TO B-2 COMMUNITY BUSINESS DISTRICT AND
FROM H-2 HOTEL DISTRICT TO B-2 COMMUNITY BUSINESS DISTRICT
(CONDITIONAL ZONING) FOR PROPERTY SITUATED AT LAHAINA, MAUI,
HAWAII"; and

NO.
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3.

"A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE TO CHANGE ZONING FROM H-2 HOTEL
DISTRICT TO PK-2 PARK DISTRICT, FROM R-3 RESIDENTIAL DISTRICT
TO PK-2 PARK DISTRICT, AND FROM H-2 HOTEL DISTRICT TO PK-2
PARK DISTRICT FOR PROPERTY SITUATED AT LAHAINA, MAUI,
HAWAI I".

The County Clerk stated that the recommended action is that County Communication
No. 08-71 be referred to the Land Use Committee.
NO. 08-72

- JO ANNE JOHNSON, COUNCILMEMBER,
(dated February 29, 2008)

Transmitting a proposed resolution entitled "URGING THE ADMINISTRATION TO
SUSPEND THE ISSUANCE OF PERMITS FOR TIME SHARE PROJECTS FOR
ONE YEAR".
The COUNTY CLERK stated that the recommended action is that County Communication
No. 08-72 be referred to the Planning Committee.
(See page nos. 53 through 70 for discussion.)

08-73

- CHARMAINE TAVARES, MAYOR,
(dated February 28, 2008)

Transmitting a roposed resoluti
entitled "SUPPORTING SAFE, EFFECTIVE
Rini nnicAL NTROL FnR MA —JUNTY's FOREST PESTS".
erk stated that i
!commende
erred to the Planning Committee.

ion is that County

08 - 74 - CHARMAINE TAVARES, MAYOR,
(dated February 26, 2008)

Transmitting a proposed bill entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDNANCE AUTHORIZING
THE MAYOR OF THE COUNTY OF MAUI TO ENTER INTO AN
INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT/MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
TO DOCUMENT A FIREFIGHTING, LAW ENFORCEMENT, AND EMERGENCY
SERVICES 'MUTUAL AID' RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HALEAKALA NATIONAL
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PARK/U.S. NATIONAL PARK SERVICE AND THE COUNTY OF MAUI, STATE OF
HAWAII".

The County Clerk stated that the recommended action is that County Communication
No. 08-74 be referred to the Policy Committee.
NO. 08-75

- TAMARA HORCAJO, DIRECTOR OF PARKS AND RECREATION,
(dated February 28, 2008)

In accordance with Section 13.04.060, Maui County Code, informing of the temporary
closure of the Kula Community Center, located at 369 Lower Kula Road, from
April 28, 2008 thru May 12, 2008.
The County Clerk stated that the recommended action is that County Communication
No. 08-75 be referred to the Public Works and Facilities Committee.
(COUNTY COMMUNICATION NO. 08-75 WAS FILED LATER IN
THE MEETING. See pages 71 and 72 for discussion.)
NO. 08-76 - MICHAEL P. VICTORINO, COUNCILMEMBER,
(dated February 29, 2008)

Transmitting a draft bill entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE RELATING TO
PROHIBITIONS IN PARKS AND RECREATION FACILITIES".
The COUNTY CLERK stated that the recommended action is that County Communication
No. 08-76 be referred to the Public Works and Facilities Committee.
M,
Thank you very r
chair's recommendations for each
requests for considerations at this 1 Ms. Johnson

,

„I

mbers, y
le
ications Are there any
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DISCUSSION RELATING TO
COUNTY COMMUNICATION NO. 08-72
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSO::: Yes, Mr. Chair.
MOVE TO ADOPT ON THE FLOOR OF THE COUNCIL THE
RESOLUTION ATTACHED TO COUNTY COMMUNICATION
NO. 08-72.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:
SECOND FOR DISCUSSION.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. It's been moved by Ms. Johnson, second by
Ms. Anderson to adopt the resolution attached to County Communication No. 08-72
entitled "URGING THE ADMINISTRATION TO SUSPEND THE ISSUANCE OF
PERMITS FOR TIME SHARE PROJECTS FOR ONE YEAR".
Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, Mr. Chair.
I would like to have the Clerk, if possible, read the resolution in its entirety. Thank
you.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: V. . C 'erk.
-

(The resolution was read
HAIR Mi ----

—

entire
hank yoi

-

Ms. Johnsul 1.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, Mr. Chair, And I think that I do owe the members of
the community as well as the Members of this Council an explanation about why this
is on the agenda today.
As most of us know, there is an item already in Ms. Baisa's Committee, in the
Planning Committee, of which I'm Vice-Chair, that basically has dealt with this subject
matter.
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As I explained to Ms. Baisa, one of the biggest concerns that I had was after
attending the last two Planning Commission meetings, I was absolutely dumbfounded
that there appears to be, in anticipation of the consideration for our legislation, a, a
complete acceleration of the permitting and actually advocacy on the part of our
Planning Department wanting to move these projects forward.
The assumption that one would make by looking at these actions, is that let's get all
that we can approved so that when the Council does take action, it is a moot point
because we will have already received our time share approvals. That really
concerned me and it really upset me.
Under any other circumstance I would always send something to committee. But
because I feel that the sense of urgency and also some of the actions that are being
taken, which are not within our control, unless we pass a law, is really going to make
anything that we do in, in any of our committees, whether it's Policy, Planning, or
otherwise, it will not give us sufficient time to address the issues.
Because this is a nonbinding resolution and the Administration can simply ignore
what we're saying, we cannot direct the actions of the Administration because it is
prohibited by the County Charter. One thing that I believe that we can do is at least
send a communication to the Administration, that we would like time. It could be one
year, it could be whatever period of time, just so that we can, can consider a
legislative action.
This action is not legislative in nature. If it were, I would have sent it to committee. It
does not have the force and effect of law; it's merely an advice that these are the
concerns that we have.
I had an opportunity to speak with Chair Hokama, and of course because time being
what it is. and I believe most of the Members know that he was the one that
introduced the original legislation, or at least the consideration for this legislation into
committee--pretty much how he feels. He v : be hc - vote

I know that there are some cone about the period of one year. There's al: been
concerns expressed to me privately about the suspension of issuing permits. o I'm
open--because this is a nonbinding resolution--to any kind of language that would
make !'-ler. bers feel more comfortable at least buy us and Member Baisa's
committee a little bit of time so that we aclually can thoroughly discuss and come to a
very deliberative decision about what legislative action we can take.
-

We may end up not taking any legislative action, in which case the item will be filed.
If we do take legislative action, we have to basically have confirmation that what
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we're doing does not produce the effects that many of the individuals who spoke
about this morning would have on the community.
I, I'm open to the comments of other individuals but, next Tuesday will be yet another
time share that is on the Planning Commission's agenda. When that is approved,
that time share will more than likely, you know, not be subject to any caps or any
other legislative action that we may take. They are going through as fast as they can
possibly get through.
I don't know what more I can do and I guess the only thing I could say is that
desperate people do desperate things. This impacts my community, South Maui
community, because this is where the brunt of time shares are proliferating. I deal
with it every day. I get the calls saying why aren't you doing something about this
Ms. Johnson. Why are you just sitting there taking no action whatsoever while we do
not have sufficient infrastructure to accommodate more growth.
I find it almost disturbing when I attended the meeting that some of the comments
that were made by members of the Administration and I consider members of the
commission, also members of the Administration, that comments such as letters that
are transmitted from Office of Environmental Quality Control expressing concerns
and actually trying to get the commission to slow down so that at least the
supplemental EIS could be published and comments received back. I find it very
disturbing that someone in the Administration would say that commentary or those
kinds of communications were irrelevant.
There was a previous communication sent to the Planning Commission by a Member
of this body just advising what we were actually doing. Obviously we can't tell them
ht to do, but just simply an, an advice. That was also dismissed as irrelevant.
I
think this Council in the actions we take al
- levant. And I think that even
we change the language in here, I would like to- an take out the year, you ca.,
amend the language, I'll amend the language after I ask Mr. Moto, but, you know, we
need to at least send a communication, which is al o the Administration that
we are concerned.
And out of respect for the Council Committee and out of respect for the fact that
we're entering budget, please allow us sufficient time to consider a legislative action,
but do not preempt our, you know, our, our legislative alternatives, which is
essentially what I see happening. It will be made abundantly clear if we do send this
communication to the Administration at next Tuesday's meeting, what they will do
with it.
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And if all the letters to the editor are correct, if, if I believe the people that have been
calling me, telling me what is going on behind the scenes, then I hope that those
individuals will be proven wrong. And I mean you've, you've all read the letters about
why we're pushing more visitor inventory in this category so that we can safely shut
down TVR's. We're not blind, I, I read the letters to the editor. So, I think that if for
no other reason, Mr. Chair, we look at sending a communication to the Administration
just simply expressing our concerns.
I see this as nothing more, nothing less. And because they are the Administration,
they can throw this into the garbage if they choose to. But I think that at this point in
time, I would like to see our Council do something.
One of my friends sent me last night, and I'll just read this because I thought it was
really great. "To reach a port we must sail, sometimes with the wind and sometimes
against it, but we must not drift or lie at anchor."
If we put this into Committee, this is non-legislative action. It doesn't require a bill, it
doesn't require anything more, it's a communication item. It is not appropriate for it to
go to Committee. And if it goes to Committee, I believe it sends the wrong message
to the Administration that we are concerned and if no other Member is concerned, I, I
find, you know, I, I just can't imagine that because I believe all of us express similar
concerns.
And one fi--final thing, I want to know where Mr. West was at the last Planning
Commission meeting he testified before our panel that the ILWU was adamantly
opposed to time shares and yet where was he, and where was he today when there
is an opportunity.
So, it's up to us, Members, and I just ask that people just look at this in a realistic
way. It doesn't have ramifications that were talked about today. The Administration
does not have to follow this because as I said it is a communication. Thank yo
Mr. Chair.
MAT
Ms.

bE

-

you, Ms. Johnson. Members, additional discuss

'allowed by Ms. Anderson.

COUNC112E•/3ER BAISA: I'll, I defer to Ms. Anderson, she's the seconder.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I didn't see her hand.
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VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Ms., Ms. Anderson.
CC LJNCJLJ 1EME ER ANDERSON: Thanks, Ms. Baisa.
I would like to ask Corporation Counsel, in the "BE IT RESOLVED" section of :his,
the, of this resolution it states that "the Council of the County of Maui urges The
Administration to suspend the issuance of permits for time share projects for one
year".
And even though the resolution is a policy statement. Basically, a sentiment that the
Council would be sending to the Administration. I want to ask Corporation Counsel if
expressing this sentiment that I just read, asking them to suspend the issuance of
permits, is that something that the Administration could actually do?
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Moto.
CORPORATION COUNSEL BRIAN MOTO: Good morning, Mr. Chairman and Members.
Brian Moto, Corporation Counsel.
As has already been noted, the resolution itself is non-binding, has no force and
effect. The, the sentence that's being referred to in the "RESOLVED" section that
urges the Administration to suspend the issuance of permits for time share projects
for one year. I'll just make the observation that there is no authority or mechanism
under current law that would authorize people in the Executive Branch, whether
they're working in Public Works or Planning, whether they're administering a
subdivision law or zoning law or, or some related law like that to in fact suspend
permits. They could t under our current laws.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERS — And so, re--require this body to adopt an ordinance
much like the moratorium on hotels, the moratorium on ag subdivisions, all those
various types of restrictions that were done in the past, in order to give the
Administration the authority to stop the issuance of any permits`
,

CORPC ATION COUNSEL: Yes, Mr. Chairman.
COUNCILMr-EVIBER f'•.!',!!OERSON: And so I'm just wonderir•,
lang:_rage that would make this more palatable.

Ohair, if we could get

And I don't know about the other Members, but I'm certainly ready for a personal
break. If we could do that, just maybe seek some assistance from Corporation
Counsel.
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VICE-CHAIR MATEO: I'll just finish off with the, with Ms. Baisa.
COL.::CILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Right after yourself and, and Chair looks at a short break.
Ms. Balsa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank, thank you, Chair. I'm ready for a break also.
However, I do want to say something about this resolution. Everyone knows I'm the
Chair of the Planning Committee and that we have an item in my Committee that is,
was submitted by the Chair to limit the number of time shares.
And we had a very nice panel discussion on February 19, and convened people from
both sides of the issue so that we could be educated as to the real story because
there is so much information out there that is not really authoritative. I wanted to hear
it from the horse's mouth, so to speak, and for us to have good facts. And I thought it
was an excellent panel discussion.
At that time we were not ready to take action and I heard absolutely nothing, that was
February 19, until I received my Council binder on March 4, in which this resolution
was contained. At which time I spoke with Ms. Johnson in regard to how this had
wound up here, when normally this is a matter that would come to the Planning
Committee. And so she explained that, you know, they had concerns about, she and
the Chair had concerns about time and that they were hoping that we would take
action before that.
am concerned that something like this, I don't care what it is. whether we cal
letter or a recommendation or whether it's appropriate to address it to the May....
not, I think that we have processes in Council and we have them for a reason. Ar
the reason we have them, and they really irritate me sometimes because they take
so long,
have also found that when we follow the process, we learn in that
process.
And many times we thir :'•;e have al! the faf:s, a lc we know exactly what we want to
do, but then when we hear: From 61.! the iestifiers and we gather the reports and
information, we come up with different conclusions. And that's why we have that
process. And that is what we are charged to do by the public. It's to, to go through a
process and to be educated and be sure of facts before we make such draconian
moves as, you know, impacting a, a whole industry.
-
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I wanted to clarify what my understanding was of what Mr. West said when he came.
And Mr. West was representing the ILWU, cause I have checked this out. And the
union's position in that case was that they are against conversions. They are not
necessarily against building. And there's a big difference, of course, cause when you
convert, people lose jobs in the process because we know time shares do not
provide as many jobs as hotels.
And, so, that is the concern that I have. I would like more public input cr1 this issue,
I'd like more documentation before we indicate a position on behalf of the Council.
Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you very much, Ms. Baisa.
Go ahead, Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
I just have one question and if Member Johnson who transmitted this proposed
resolution can answer it. But on the first page of the resolution, the third to the last
whereas, I just wanted to know what is the word plant in "2006 Visitor Plant
Inventory" mean?
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Mr. Chair, that's just the terminology that they use. It's
basically an industry term, you know, it'd be like industrial plant, this is the visitor
pant. It's !,otal, it's their total facility inventory.

not INCILMEMBER mEDERns. iviAnpin nil-. Chairman and mahalo, Member Johnson,
:HAIR MATEO
1LMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Chair, after the brea'
i because I know some
people really do want t(
a couple of questions
couple statements, but I
will hold my, my
the break if that is so chosen by the Chair.
VICE-CHAR MATEO: Tha7 ; you. Members, the, we're going to tac.e a, a short break at
this point. We should, we'll take a break until 11:25, we'll stand in recess.
-,

(THE MEETING WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 11:09 A.M., AND WAS
RECONVENED AT 11:28 A.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT EXCEPT FOR
CHAIR HOKAMA, EXCUSED.)
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VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Council of the County of Maui for March 7, regular meeting will
reconvene. Members, thank you very much for that, that short break.
And just as a reminder, we do have a motion on the floor still. So at this time the
Chair will recognize Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, Mr. Chair and I know that Mr. Victorino is next, but I
just wanted to put this out for consideration because during the break I had the
opportunity to visit with Corporation Counsel. And the suggested language to
address some of the concerns that were raised both in testimony and also by
Member Baisa, as well as I guess other members who have contacted, members of
the community that have contacted us.
I would just say that it "URGING THE ADMINISTRATION TO CONSIDER
MEASURES THAT WOULD LIMIT THE NUMBER OF TIME SHARE UNITS TO THE
PRESENT LEVEL". And I realize Mr. Chair that this would change the title of it as
well. But that was the language "URGING THE ADMINISTRATION TO CONSIDER
MEASURES THAT WOULD LIMIT THE NUMBER OF TIME SHARE UNITS TO THE
PRESENT LEVEL".
So it would take away the, the, the one year and it would take away Member
Anderson's concern about suspending permits because there has been no legislative
action. And the presumption of this indication would be that it would give us sufficient
time then to consider legislative action.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Okay, thank you. Ms. Johnson we, the, the, the motion on the floor
currerC: is to amend, is to adopt the resolution, so if you're, you're recommending
additicival language, then will have to.
iNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: ?s, Mr. Chair.
MOV - AMEND BOTH IN THE TITLE AND IN THE "E
RESOLVED" CLAUSE TO STATE "THAT THE COUNCIL OF THE
COUNTY OF MAUI URGES THE ADMINIST*.• JN TO
CONSIDER MEASURES THAT WOULD LIVE - TF= HHHBER OF
TIME SHARE UN'TS TO THE PRESENT LEVEL."
CCUNC:LMEMBER ANDERSON:
SECOND.
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VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Members, we're going to be voting on the amendment. Urn, Ms.,
Ms. Johnson, run that, run your amendment again, please.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Sure. Let me just look at the actual language in the
measure because I don't have it right in front of me either. Anyway, it, it just, oh, I
just turn it around, I'll just look in the, where the title says URGING THE
ADMINISTRATION TO SUSPEND THE ISSUANCE OF PERMITS FOR TIME
SHARE PROJECTS FOR ONE YEAR" it would be changing it to "URGING THE
ADMINISTRATION TO CONSIDER MEASURES THAT WOULD LIMIT THE
NUMBER OF TIME SHARE UNITS TO THE PRESENT LEVEL". And that's stated in
the resolution.
So, that, that is my proposed amendment and because again, this is a non-binding,
non-legislative action, that's why I'm saying that, you know, this doesn't have the
force and effect of law, but at least hopefully, Mr. Chair, it will give us time to consider
the measure in Committee.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Okay, so and Ms. Johnson your amendment amends not only the
title of the resolution, but will also-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: It amends the whereas.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: --amending the, the first, first,-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: First.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: --the number one, under whereas.
r.ni NJflhI

imPmBFP IOHNsru
Thar ,

.

lembers. M

ahead

.

ILMEMBER VICT RINO Thank }
>ir. And thank.
,Imember
Johnson for makin at change. I thir it' more realistic to deal v. ,
. 'it, let me
go and, and, and mak, .:he comments I intended to do before we took break.
,

,

First of all, as was sta:ed by Ms. Baisa, Mr. '..mest from the ILWU is and continues, as
well as the union and the membership in, is very concerned about conversions
versus new construction. Okay, and that was made clear. But since Mr. West's
name was used on the floor, I want that perfectly, made perfectly clear that that's the
position of the ILWU.
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I want it also known that Mr. West today is in negotiation, that's not, why he's not
here. And any Member in this floor, in this chamber that uses anyone's names
should make sure that they know for a fact what that person or group or individuals is
talking about, or what are they recommending, okay.
I take offense when anybody's name is used on this floor without the proper facts
being brought forward. I do not want to cast any shadow on the ILWU or Mr. West in
their position when it comes to time share, for which, it may, my, my heart, I share a
very strong concern also.
So I wanted that comment to be made that I really respect all my Members on the
floor but I do not tolerate, nor condone using of names and insinuating that that
individual doesn't care enough to be at a meeting, or does not care enough to be
here today. When in fact they have other obligations and the concerns that have
been expressed by that group doesn't always conform with what was going on at the
public hearing at the Planning Commission and on the floor today.
I thank you, Mr. Chair for allowing me to make my comments.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Victorino.
Ms. Balsa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Ah, Chair, for the second time. I want to comment on the new
wording. And I have a concern, and the concern I have is using the language to the
present level.
The day that we had the panel discussion, real property tax was here and they said
that the number that was in the transmittal, the 1,974 was outdated. And since that
time, over, between five and six hundred units had additionally been established and
_rou know were built. And there were others that were being built, so I think we're
going to have to spend some time determining what that present level is and what
that wording m is because the, the number that is in the resolution is not correct.
--

HAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Baisa,

Membe s.
-

Pontanilla.

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
In regards to this particular resolution, the way I look at the, fourth whereas clause,
you know, I, I met with some time share individuals yesterday and, and they provided
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me with a copy of some figures that were, totally go against this whereas. Because
some of the number that I saw was basically, like you take wages, that time share
wages are higher than most hotels. As far as tax revenue to the State and the
County of Maui, time shares revenue is greater, when you compare the number of
rooms by properties.
So these are the things that, you know, kind of concern me in regards to when we
make statements, or make a resolution, that we, we need to be accurate as hell. You
know, just don't put words in here that, you know is false. So, for me Chair, I would
like to see this resolution go to the proper committee for work, more work on it.
Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla.
Members, additional, additional discussion on, on the matter. Members, we're going
to vote on the amendment. Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, on the present level to address Ms. Baisa's concern.
The reason that I did not put in a number was because the Administration will know
because they've been given more current information particularly for General Plan
update. They would have that information but that's also part of the work that we
have to do in Committee.
And with regard to Mr. West, I apologize to Mr. West if I misunderstood what his
position was. But I did visit with him privately and he did assure me that he would be
at that meeting, which was, which I was in attendance down at the Planning
Commission. And that's why, you know, when I spoken with him personally, that was
what I was referring to. So if he had other commitments, that was not communicated
to me.
But be that as ...I lay, the industry basically, and you're lookim
..„. Jesday at
Maui Planning Commission, there will be Maui Lu's conversioi:ken up as subje
matter on next Tuesday's agenda at the Planning Commission. That is a conversio
and that would be impacted if this particular resolution were sent forward.
-

Again,
are five members in our Committee. This is not a legislative act, it is not
a bill,
the wording that is in the whereas v:1 3? : was quoted by Member
Portartil:a sta.es that the visitors may spend more, fiat They may provide, these are
all mays. Only because of the fact that it may not. And so that is why it was stated in
a particular way because we will not be able to conclude that until we complete the
study which would be a long process.
,

-
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The information that we had earlier and the information I'm sure that's been shared
with all of us comes from ARDA and it comes from the industry itself. Therefore,
what we are seeking and what I believe would be helpful is independent confirmation
outside of the industry. Because many of the people who deal within this industry as
well as the ancillary services that serve the industry give information to me and to
others that directly contradicts what's put out by the industry itself.
So, that is why this is such a weakly worded, and, and I hate to say it, it's really kind
of a pathetic attempt to try to just bring attention to a problem. And I would hope that
something as innocuous as this does not need months of deliberation.
Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you very much, Ms. Anderson. Members.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Mr. Chair, that was Ms. Johnson.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Excuse me, I'm sorry.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Could we call for the question on the amendment
please.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you very much. Members, I hope you're all clear, I hope
you're all clear, because the Chair is going to ask Ms. Johnson to read the
amendment as she is proposing for the last time before we call for the vote.
!\:,15., Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBE __.-INSON: Yes, Mr. Chair,
The amendment would change the language to state urging if
ministrati
this
is what's currently there, it would be replacing the language that is currently in the
title with the following "URGING THE ADMINISTRATION TO CONSIDER
MEASURES THAT WOULD LIMIT THE NUMBER OF TIME SHARE UNITS TO THE
PRESENT LEVEL".
Ahd in the first "BE IT RESOLVED by the Council of
County of!` ./!-.3. j", number
one would state "That it urges ie Administration to consider measures hat would
limit the number of time share units to the present level;" leaving out any number.
,

,
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VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Okay, Members, the Chair will call for the question. All those in
favor of the, the motion, as, as the amendment, all those in favor of the amendment
as read by Member Johnson, signify by saying "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS
JOHNSON.

ANDERSON

AND

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed.
BAISA,
MEDEIROS,
NOES: COUNCILMEMBERS
MOLINA, PONTANILLA, VICTORINO, AND
VICE-CHAIR MATEO.
EXCUSED: CHAIR HOKAMA.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: I, I see two "ayes"; and six "nays"; motion is, motion fails.
Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:
MR. CHAIR, THEN I MOVE TO DEFER THIS PARTICULAR ITEM
UNTIL THE NEXT COUNCIL MEETING OF MARCH 18.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:
SECOND.
MATPn: Ms. JohnQ" defer would not be the appropriate-,-,

MEMBE JOHNSON:
\IR M,
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Postpone.
VICE-CHAP, . ,ATEO: --to postpone to the next Council meeting, the date certain 's
COUNTY CLERK: Eighteenth.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Eighteenth.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:
YES, MR. CHAIR, THEN I MOVE TO AMEND, MY, MY
LANGUAGE TO SAY, UTILIZE THE WORD. I MOVE TO
POSTPONE TO A DATE CERTAIN, WHICH WOULD BE
MARCH 18.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:
SECOND.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you very much, Members. We've got a motion by
Ms. Johnson and a second by Ms. Anderson to postpone to the next Council
meeting, date certain is March 18, 2008 and again this is County Communication
No. 08-72.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Mr. Chair, do I need to withdraw the motion, okay.
Mr. Chair, then I was out of order and I assumed that you would rule me out of order
with the previous motion that I just made, so I would withdraw my motion that we
currently have on the floor.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Second, withdraw the second.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Withdraw the second, for discussion.
VlO-CHAlR MATEO: Thank you very much.
NCILMEMBER JOHNSON New I will remake in proper
JOULD MOVE

-30STI NE IT

NUMBI

MATEO: 08-72.
COUNCILF.::::21TER
08-72, THAT MEASURE TO THE COUNCIL MEETING OF
MARCH 18.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:
SECOND.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, its been moved by Ms. Johnson, second by
Ms. Anderson to postpone Communication No. 08-72 to the next Council meeting,
date certain is March 18. Any additional?
Ms. Johnson, go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And the only reason I'm doing this is because, if in the
interim we have the actual legislative matters that pertain directly to this where we
have legislative authority already in Ms. Baisa's Committee. Therefore if we do in the
interim find that it is very urgent to take action within that Committee, I'm sure that
was Ms., Ms. Baisa and if the Chair or other Members do have concerns that we
could take up those legislative actions in Committee.
This as I stated earlier is not a legislative action. Does not have the force and effect
of law and if we do something in the interim, this may be a moot point also at our next
Council meeting. But I at the very least would hope that the Mayor and Planning staff
are watching this because I think that if for no, no other reason, you know, at least
they know that we are concerned. Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Chairman.
''OE-CHAIR MATEO: MT. Victorino, go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER
i.ORINO: Yes, I, I'd like a point of clarification. I'm not sure if it's
pning to come from Mr. Moto r - from Mr. Hiraga, but-"

\IR MATEO: State
ILMEMBER
ORINO:
My point is, if we
postponement, what would occur?
C2

Jefem

CLERK: Mr. Chair, if I may.

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: The actual main motion is the recommendation by the Chair to refer to
Committee. So, if this motion doesn't go, then it reverts back to what's essentially the
main motion, which is the referral to Planning Committee.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay, thank you, thank you for that clarification. Thank
you, Chair.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Members, clear?
COUNCIMEIVBER BAISA: Clear as mud. Would you please repeat it one more time.
VICE-CHALR MATEO: Nii7. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK:
If we, if the Council was considering each of these county
communications individually, then the main motion that would be attached to 08-72
would be the motion to refer to the Planning Committee. That would be the main
motion.
The motion to adopt, essentially was an amendment to the main motion. But that
motion was withdrawn.
The motion before you now is the motion to postpone, which also is an amendment,
it's a secondary amendment. But, so if that motion fails, it basically reverts back to
the main motion.
If there is no objection to the main motion, then the item will be referred to the
Planning Committee.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Victorino.
COUNCIL' 7 3ER VICTORINO: Yeah, clear on that one. Thank you very much.
.

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank %/nu.
Members Is. Johns

D ahead.

JNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Just one, y

ow one final tir

The only reason that this is being done, is because of our posting require i: ents.
When something goes to committee we aftesdy know what we have. We
budget is coming. If it goes to committee, in all likelihood, unless there is a special
meeting and unless the Members agree--and I know that the Chair does not like to
have meetings in the midst of budget--it will be extremely difficult to take any action
whatsoever until we follow June, you know, budget, until that process concludes.
-
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And that's why if I leave it on the floor, at least the Council, it would be in our purview
and we would be able, hopefully next time to just send out a letter. Because even
the Committee, if it's not meeting, even the Committee can't send out a letter. That's
my reason, Mr. Chair for doing this in this manner and it's not anything to undermine
Ms. Baisa's authority of the Planning Committee. That's why.
Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Johnson. Members. Mr. Molina, go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
You know the, as the way I understand it, the motion is to postpone it to the
March 18, meeting. And you know, I, I certainly appreciate Member Johnson
bringing this matter out for discussion because in her resolution it does highlight
some of the concerns that many of us have, and we had that discussion in the
Planning Committee meeting that was chaired by Councilmember Baisa.
For myself, I, I prefer to go through the process. And while it does take a little bit
longer, but it does during that time, you can get answers to your questions because
we all want to make a decision that's well informed. And especially for something like
this because we're hearing testimony from both sides of the issue today from the
public and its impacts on the whole community itself.
So for me I, I feel more comfortable with, you know, I won't support the motion to
postpone. I'll support the, the recommendation to send it to the appropriate
committee, which is the P17.7.ng Committee. And it's in no way disrespectful of
Member Johnson's et+e:: !7'.
--

And I think just from
ving our discussic
the message that there is some concern
having, if, if the matter is so important er
have a meeting during the budget sessic

_ _ re the Administration is gettina
also it does not prohibit this body fro
this body,
: the Chair, can decii

So even though the Chair or any individual may have concerns about not meeting
during the budget session, ultimate1y, it is the body's decision to have a meeting
during the budget session, if deens it so important.
So with that being said, Mr. Chairman, I will not be supporting the motion to postpone
and I will prefer seeing this sent to committee. Thank you.
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VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Molina.
Members, additional comments. The Chair is going to take a two minute recess at
this point. Stand in recess.
(THE MEETING WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 11:50 A.M., AND WAS
RECONVENED AT 11:52 A.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT EXCEPT FOR
CHAIR HOKAMA, EXCUSED.)
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Council of the County of Maui regular meeting for March 7, 2008 will
reconvene. Members, thank you for allowing the Chair for that brief break.
We are going at this point to vote on the amendment. The amendment we're voting
on now is the amendment to postpone.
Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I'd like to speak to that Mr. Chair. I think that out of
fairness to the Council Chair who's not here today, I'd like to see this postponed so
he would have his opportunity because I know he supported this resolution. And so
for that reason I would be voting to postpone.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Anderson.
Members, additional comments. Hearing none the Chair will call for the question. All
those in favor of the motion to postpone, signify by saying "aye."
AYES: COUNOHJVEL:qBERS
-CHAIR MP

AND

>e opposed,
MEMBERS
MOLINA, PONTANIL
VICE-CHAIR MATEO.

_)S,
,ISA,
VICTOF JO, AND

EXCUSED: CHAIR HOKAMA,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Members, we have, we have two, two "ayes"; and six "noes"; the
motion fails. We're going, and at that, this point this particular communication will be
referred to the Planning Committee.
Members, additional considerations?
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Chair.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Jr. Victorino.

DISCUSSION AND ACTION RELATING 70
COUNTY COMMUNICATION NO. 08-75
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:
MR. CHAIR, I WOULD LIKE TO MOVE TO FILE COMMU-COUNTY COMMUNICATION 08-75.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS:
SECOND.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: It's been moved by Mr. Victorino, second by Mr. Medeiros, to file
County Communication No. 08-75.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: That is correct.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Victorino.
CCUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yes, this communication is actually from the Director of
Parks and Recreation, Ms. Horcajo. Aid basically it is informing us that the Kula
Community Center wi:: 28, 2008 to May 12, 2008 for
renovations.
the proper cot
° tions have been
uoinmunity center, triey nave been pr
News and other weeklie-

Js

I "C

g ro
appee

?. the
Maui

And I feel like since this is a communication of an event that is going to be occurring.

And that we would not have any further committee
early June. I'd like to make sure that this is filed so thE.:
far as the renovations are concerned.

most likely in PWF until
c7.:.n let them proceed as

Thank you, Mr. Chair.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Victorino. Members, additional discussion on, on
this particular item 08-75? Hearing none, the Chair will call for the question. All
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those in favor of the motion to file County Communication No. 08-75, signify by
saying "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, BAISA,
JOHNSON, MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA,
VICTORINO, AND VICE-CHAIR MATEO.
VCE-CHAIR MATEO: Opposed.
NOES: NONE.
EXCUSED: CHAIR HOKAMA.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Motion is carried, thank you very much; eight "ayes"; one "excused",
Chairman Hokama.
Members, additional considerations. Hearing none, once again Members, all of the
committee items will be referred to those committees that's been recognized on the
left hand column of your agendas. Any objections?
MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Mr. Clerk.
The following bills for second and final reading were presented.

ORDINANCES
ORDINANCE NO
BILL NO 14 (2008)
A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AMENDING
. E FISCAL YEAR 2008 BUDGET FOR THE COUNTY OF Mi
AS IT PERTAINS TO DEPART'..iEl.'•..:T OF PUBLIC WORKS
CAPITAL IMPROVEMEa•'T PROJECTS
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Clerk.
Mr. Pontanilla.
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
I MOVE TO PASS ON SECOND AND FINAL READING BILL
NO. 14.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:
SECOND.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: It's been moved by Mr. Pontanilla, second by Mr. Molina, to pass Bill
No. 14 on second and final reading. Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Chairman.
Adoption of this bill amends the current 2008 Budget by renaming and revising the
Waiko Road Improvement Project to Waiko Road Improvements and Waiale
Extension Project to allow the planning and design for extending Waiale Road to
Honoapiilani Highway as a means to address concerns of increased traffic by
Waikapu residents and an option for vehicles to bypass Waikapu Town.
Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla.
Members, additional comments, discussion? Hearing none, all those in favor of the
motion to pass Bill No. 14 on second and final reading signify by saying "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, BAISA,
JOHNSON, MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA,
VICTORINO, AND VICE-CHAIR MATEO.
VICE

-

ATEO.

se opposed.

NOES: NONE.
EXCUSED: CHAIR
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Motion is carried; eight "ayes"; one "excused", Chairman Hokama.
Bill No. 14 pass on second and final.
Mr. Clerk.
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ORDINANCE NO.
BILL NO. 15 (2008)
A BILL FOP, AN ORDINANCE AMENDING APPENDIX A
OF THE FISCAL YEAR 2008 BUDGET FOR THE
COUNTY OF MAUI AS IT PERTAINS TO THE
DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND HUMAN CONCERNS
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
I MOVE TO PASS ON SECOND AND FINAL READING BILL
NO. 15.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:
SECOND.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: We have a motion by Mr. Pontanilla, second by Mr. Molina, to pass
Bill No. 15 on second and final reading. Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
Adoption of this bill amends the Fiscal Year 2008 Budget to reflect accepting
monetary donations from the Asato and Karakawa Families for purposes related to
use of, for the Kaunoa Service Division, Meals on and Assisted
Transportation Programs. I would like to express again the County's appreciation to
the Asato and Karakawa Families for their generosity in assisting the County's effort
to provide these needed service
ices to our seniors.
---

Thank you.
.HAIR MATEO: T

—

you, Mr. Pontanilla.

Members, ao:17.3..nal discussion? Hearing none, all those in favor of the motion to
pass Bill No. 15 on second and final reading signify by saying "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON,
BAISA,
JOHNSON, MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA,
VICTORINO, AND VICE-CHAIR MATEO.
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VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed.
NOES: NONE.
EXCUSED: CHAIR HOKAMA.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, motion is carried; Bill No. 15 passes on second and final
reading.
Mr. Clerk.

ORDINANCE NO.
BILL NO. 16 (2008)
A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AMENDING
THE FISCAL YEAR 2008 BUDGET FOR THE
COUNTY OF MAUI AS IT PERTAINS TO
THE DEPARTMENT OF WATER SUPPLY
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
I MOVE TO PASS ON SECOND AND FINAL READING BILL
NO. 16.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

No.

ATEO: Be i
second

by Mr. Pontanilla,
ading. Mr. Pontanilla.

Mr. Moline

lass Bill

JNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman,
of this bill amends the Fiscal Year 2008 Budget pertaining to
Department of Water Supply by transferring $150,000 from the Engineering Pz ogi am
to the Fiscal/Customer Service Program. The transfer is required to replenish
inventory of supplies which has been depleted due to numerous main waterline
breaks since July and, and of course the recent storm earlier this year.
-

Thank you.

-
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VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla.
Members, all those in, additional discussion before we call for the vote? Hearing
none, all those in favor of the motion to pass Bill No. 16 on second and final reading
signify by saying "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, BAISA,
JOHNSON, MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA,
VICTORINO, AND VICE-CHAIR MATEO.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed.
NOES: NONE.
EXCUSED: CHAIR HOKAMA.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Motion is carried; eight "ayes"; one "excused", Chairman Hokama.
Bill No. 16 passed on second and final reading.
Mr. Clerk.

ORDINANCE NO.
BILL NO. 17 (2008)
A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE TO AMEND THE STATE LAND USE DISTRICT
CLASSIFICATION FROM AGRICULTURAL TO URBAN FOR PROPERTY
SITUATED AT MAKENA. MAUI. HAWAII
IV I/\ ELL"

MEMRPR

11

Ana.
JA: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

M.
.1 APPROVE ON SECOND AND FINAL READING
BILL / 17.
COUNCILLIE:1:3ER PONTANILLA:
SECOND.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: We have a motion by Mr. Molina, second by Mr. Pontanilla, to pass
Bill No. 17 on second and final reading. Mr. Molina.
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Bill No. 17 amends the State Land Use District Classification from Ag to Urban for
approximately 5.497 acres in Makena. And this matter relates to the Garcia
Subdivision application which was passed on first reading at the last Council meeting.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, additional discussion? Hearing none,
Members will call for the question, all those in favor of the motion to pass Bill No. 17
on second and final reading signify by saying "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, BAISA,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA,
VICTORINO, AND VICE-CHAIR MATEO.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed.
NOES: COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON.
EXCUSED: CHAIR HOKAMA.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Members, we have seven "ayes"; one "no"; and one
"excused", Chairman Hokama. Bill No. 17 passed on second and final reading.
Mr. Clerk.
ORDINANCE NO.
BILL NO. 18 (2008)
BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE TO AMEND THE
AKENA COMMUNITY PLAN AND LAND USE MAP
FROM HOTEL TO SINGLE-FAMILY
FOR PROPERTY SITUATED AT MAKENA, MAUI, HAWAII
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
MOVE TO PASS ON SECOND AND FINAL READING BILL
NO. 18.
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:
SECOND.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Been moved by Mr. Molina, second by Mr. Pontanilla, to pass Bill
No. 18 on second and final reading. Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
As read by the Clerk, Bill 18 amends the Kihei-Makena Community Plan from Hotel
to Single-Family for the Garcia property in Makena. So in essence, this is basically a
down-zoning, Mr. Chair.
Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Members, additional comments, discussion?
Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I know everyone says this is down-zoning, but basically
because there's an inconsistency between the community plan and the current
zoning, it is not clear, therefore they could not do anything with the property. So
technically in my opinion its not down-zoning, it's just clarifying the zoning to where
the people want it to go.
Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Johnson.
Amitional discussion? Hearing none,
those in favor of
on second and final reading signii )y saying "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, BA
MEDEIROS,
MOLINA,
PONTANI .L4,
VICTORINO, AND VICE-CHAIR MATEO.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Opposed.
NOES: COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON.
EXCUSED: CHAIR HOKAMA.

to pass Bill
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VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Motion is carried; seven "ayes"; one "no"; one "excused", Chairman
Hokama. Bill No. 18 pass on second and final reading.
Mr. Clerk.
ORDINANCE NO.
BILL NO. 19 (2008)
A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE TO ESTABLISH R-3 RESIDENTIAL
DISTRICT ZONING (CONDITIONAL ZONING) FOR PROPERTY
SITUATED AT MAKENA, MAUI, HAWAII
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
MOVE TO PASS ON SECOND AND FINAL BILL NO. 19.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:
SECOND.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: It's been moved by Mr. Molina, second by Mr. Pontanilla, to pass Bill
No. 19 on second and final reading. Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Bill 19 establishes R-3 Residential District zoning or conditional zoning for this
property, which is situated in Makena and owned by the Garcia's. Attached to this
are four conditions, which include protecting the traditional and rural character of the
area as well as the prohibiting of TVR's, time shares, no Bed E ---1 Breakfast, as well
as commercial operations.
An
ike to thank the Garcia's for going through
volt:r ary contribution as well, Mr. Chairman.

thiT

Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, additional discussion?
Ms. Johnson, Ms. Anderson, excuse me.

3ess as well
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair.
You know, I, I do consider this a down-zoning because they were community plan
designated hotel. And, by all rights they could have built. They still would : ,ave had
to go through a change in zoning in order to do that, do all the, the bills that we have
in front of us. They could have gone either direction and they chose to keep it low
density, single family and to stay on the property instead of selling out.
-

And I appreciate that because we need to keep our kamaaina families in place as
long as possible. Hopefully they can pass their parcels on to their heirs and those
new parcels that are being created by this will be sold to people who will appreciate
the area and respect it as the Garcia's have. They have covenants in place that will
keep it all low key, no high rise buildings, and, and I appreciate that.
And I also would like to thank them, and make public acknowledgement of the fact
that they are putting almost a half a million dollars, Mr. Chairman, into our affordable
housing fund, voluntarily. They, they were exempted from our workforce housing
ordinance because of the timing, but yet they decided that they would contribute and
contribute heftily.
So, I thank them very much for their efforts to make this, you know, none of us like to
see old time places developed, but you got to face the fact that all of Makena has
changed. If I could have, you know, stopped it five years ago and not let it happen to
where it is now, that would have been my dream. But, we can't stop, you know, the,
the tide of commerce. All we can hope to do is make it low impact and respectful of
the community and the environment and I think the Garcia's have gone a long way to
do that. So I thank them, Mr. Chairman.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank yo,.,

Members, additional discussi
ALMEMBER F

iderson.
dlr. Pontanilla.
Thank you, Chairm

I, I'll be supporting this bill. And what both Member Anderson as well as Member
Molina has stated that the Garcia's are really generous in providing almost half a
million dollars to the affordable housing fund, understanding also that the
,?reservation of a burial site will be preserved for families that want to visit the existing
burial site that is out there. So thank you Chairman for this opportunity.
-

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Mr. Medeiros.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
I too would like to also add to Member Anderson, Molina and Pontanilla's comments
that this project and, has certainly gone through their due diligence, have met all the
requirements of the County. Before this project even began they were already good
stewards of the land in Makena. To see them protect and preserve the cultural sites
on the property is admirable and the plus is that they are donating almost half a
million to our affordable housing fund. It's a good project, a well designed project and
a low impact project and I certainly will be supporting this.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Medeiros.
Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you, Chair.
I totally support and agree with what's been said here in support of the project. I'd
like to add my own personal note, I, I'm really happy to see a long time kamaaina
family be able to hang on to their family property in such an acceptable way. And to
be so generous and easy to work with. So I say to the Garcia's congratulations and
god speed.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Baisa. Additional, additional discussion?
Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair.
I neglected to mention one other thing. The Garcia's have some very important
historical sites on this property. They have a suspected burial site. They have a
heiau, some think it's Kalani Heiau, I think it's not Kalani, could be Kalalani Heiau,
that's all up in the air and hopefully there will be more research done to pinpoint that
because, you know,
you get conflicting information it's hard to make a
determination. But
less it is a heiau and it's being preserved in situ as well
as another site ancillary to that on a knoll.

And, and, and in preserving these sites, they have done it in a manner that when you
are visiting these sites, mind you there is also public access to these sites. And, and
it's already delineated Members, we all know what it's going to be because not only
did they finish their, and get an approved inventory survey from State Historic, but
they finished and got an approved preservation plan.
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And, they are an example for other developers to follow, because that gave this body
and the public, Mr. Chairman, the opportunity to see what was going to happen with
these historic sites before they got development approval. And that's key, that's our
responsibility. It's in the County Code under the application requirements and here's
a developer that has fulfilled that responsibility to the "t", so that we all know what's
going to happen with these historic sites.
So when you visit these sites in the future, public, and Native Hawaiians, you're going
to be standing on a knoll, an ancient knoll of antiquity that your forbearers stood on.
And you're going to have a direct view plain to the ocean, just like your forbearers
did. Just like probably the purpose of that site was created for. Some connection to
the ocean, perhaps connection to Kahoolawe.
So, I get chicken skin thinking about the fact that here we have someone who's really
respecting our historic sites; respecting our historic site preservation laws and fulfill
them to the letter. So thank you, Mr. and Mr. Garcia.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Anderson.
Members, call for the question.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Chair.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Go ahead, Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I've been signaling you so I just thought I'd like to say a
f9 things, if I may. Since everybody has said everything, there's not much left to
.Gy' except that the GarciP'
ve been longtime residents as I, as been mentioned
before, hi it they've been l ne friends of this community, not just of Makena, but
of the iunity in aener
-

had the privilege of working wil
r many years as his past in the, at Baldwin
as the Athletic Director, but more importantly, in within the community the Garcia's
have always been very gracious and generous. All what is said and done in
perpetuity is great, but we have a kamaaina family really that has demonstrated the
willingness to bring forth, willingly, freely, and not be mandated.
And I hope this makes others out there who are watching this today understand that
this Council and this community would like that kind of partnership with those who
want to develop their properties where ever and when ever possible.
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And pre--preservation of sites are so critical because we've had that with other
developments. We will have that with other developments coming forth, so, to make
a long story short, thank you very much to the Garcia's, to all of those who have
worked hard on this and I thank the Councilmembers for taking everything I wanted
to say earlier.
Mahalo.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Victorino. Members, all those in favor of the motion
to pass on second and final reading, Bill No. 19 signify by saying "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, BAISA,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA,
VICTORINO, AND VICE-CHAIR MATEO.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed.
NOES: COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON.
EXCUSED: CHAIR HOKAMA.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: We have seven "ayes"; one "no", Ms. Johnson; one "excused",
Chairman Hokama. Bill No. 19 pass on second and final reading.
Mr. Clerk.

ORDINANCE NO.
BILL NO. 20 (2008)
AN ORDINAL,E AUTHOR!7'NG THE M, OR O. . HE COUNITY OF
0 ENTER INTO AN INTERCj JERNMEN _ AGREEMENT
.
CITY AND COUNTY OF HONOLULU ANI ;TATE OF HAWA
FOR THE U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
HAWAII BROWNFIELDS CLEANUP REVOLVING LOAN FUND PROGRAM
-

-

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Chair.
ON BEHALF OF THE POLICY COMMITTEE CHAIR MATEO, I
MOVE TO PASS BILL NO. 20 ON SECOND AND FINAL
READING.
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:
SECOND.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: We have a motion by Ms. Anderson, second by Mr. Pontanilla, to
pass Bill No. 20 on second and final reading. Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The purpose of the proposed bill is to authorize the Mayor to enter into a
Memorandum of Agreement with the City and County of Honolulu and the State of
Hawaii, for the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Hawaii Brownfields Cleanup
Revolving Loan Fund Program, which provides low cost financial assistance for the
cleanup of contaminated sites that are p0--posed for redevelopment.
On behalf of the Policy Committee Chair Mateo, I respectfully ask for the body's full
support for the proposed bill.
Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Anderson.
Members, additional discussion? Hearing none, all those in favor of the motion to
pass Bill No. 20 on second and final reading signify by saying "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON,
BAISA,
JOHNSON, k../lEDEEROS, rvIOLiNA, PONTANILLA,
VICTCRft:0, AND VICE-CHAIR MATEO.
-CHAIR MATEO: Opposed.
NO
EXCUSED: CHAIR HOKAMA.
VICE-CH'
:•1ATEO:r':!:::ption is carried; eight "ayes"; one "excused", Chairman Hokama.
Bill Elo. 20 passed on second and final reading.
Mr. Clerk.
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ORDINANCE NO.
BILL NO. 23 (2008)
A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AMENDING APPENDIX A OF THE FISCAL YEAR 2008 BUDGET
FOR THE COUNTY OF MAUI AS IT PERTAINS TO PART II, SPECIAL PURPOSE REVENUES SCHEDULE OF REVOLVING SPECIAL FUNDS FOR FISCAL YEAR 2008,
FOR LAND ACQUISITION, APARTMENT B, MONTANA BEACH CONDOMINIUM,
PAIA, MAUI, HAWAII
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
I MOVE TO PASS ON SECOND AND FINAL READING BILL
NO. 23.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:
SECOND.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: We have a motion by Mr. Pontanilla, second by Mr. Molina, to pass
Bill No. 23 on second and final reading. Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
Adoption of this bill amends the Fiscal Year 2008 Budget allowing for the acqLsJon
of land a. :1 building of Apartment B of the Montana Beach Condominium property
through of the Open Space, Natural Resources, Cultural Resources, and Scenic
Views Preservation Fund.
-

I ask the Members suppo )f this bill,
with it's long awaited plan:
r a public beac

.1 allow the County t
beach park at this area

e forward
tia.

you.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank yo

Nitanilla.

Members, additional discussion? Seeing none, call for the question, all those in favor
of the motion to pass Bill No. 23 on second and final reading signify by saying "aye."
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AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON,
BAISA,
JOHNSON, MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA,
VICTORINO, AND VICE-CHAIR MATEO.
VICE-CHAIR AATEO: Opposed.
NOES: NONE.
EXCUSED: CHAIR HOKAMA.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you very much, Members; eight "ayes"; one "excused",
Chairman Hokama. Bill No. 23 passed on second and final reading.
Mr. Clerk.

ORDINANCE NO.
BILL NO. 24 (2008)
A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR OF THE
COUNTY OF MAUI TO ENTER INTO AN INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT
FOR A STATE WATER POLLUTION CONTROL REVOLVING FUND
LOAN FOR THE FRONT STREET SEWER LINE REHABILITATION, WEST MAUI
COMMUNITY PLAN AREA, FISCAL YEAR 2008 BUDGET ORDINANCES
(ALSO KNOWN AS FRONT STREET SEWER REHABILITATION)
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Mr, Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Chairrr
motion.
E-CHAIR M,

: 3o ahead, N.,

an we take Bill 24 through 28, in, in one

ntanilla.

INCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: And the reason why I state that is, you know, all of
these bills are agreements for State Revolving Fund Loans and if the Clerk can read
the bills for 25, 26, 27, and 28.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Clerk.
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ORDINANCE NO.
BILL NO. 25 (2008)
A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR OF THE
COUNTY OF MAUI TO ENTER INTO AN INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT
FOR A STATE WATER POLLUTION CONTROL REVOLVING FUND LOAN
FOR THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY (EPA) CONSENT
DECREE SEWER REHABILITATION, WAILUKU-KAHULUI COMMUNITY
PLAN AREA, FISCAL YEAR 2008 BUDGET ORDINANCES (ALSO
KNOWN AS ISLANDWIDE EPA CONSENT DECREE SEWER REHABILITATION)
ORDINANCE NO.
BILL NO. 26 (2008)
A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR OF THE
COUNTY OF MAUI TO ENTER INTO AN INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT
FOR A STATE WATER POLLUTION CONTROL REVOLVING FUND LOAN
FOR THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY (EPA) CONSENT DECREE
SEWER REHABILITATION, KIHEI-MAKENA COMMUNITY PLAN AREA,
FISCAL YEAR 2008 BUDGET ORDINANCES (ALSO KNOWN AS ISLANDWIDE
EPA CONSENT DECREE SEWER REHABILITATION)
ORDINANCE NO.
BILL NO. 27 (2008)
A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR OF THE
)UNTY OF MAUI TO ENTER INTO AN INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT
DR A STATE WATER POLLUTION CONTROL REVOLVING FUND LOAN FC –
THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY (EPA) CONSENT DECF
SEWER REHABILITATION, WEST MAUI COMMUNITY PLAN AREA,
FISCAL YEAR 2008 BUDGET ORDINANCES (ALSO KNOWN AS
ISLANDWIDE EPA CONSENT 1 ECREE SEWER REHABILITATION)
-

ORDINANCE NO.
BILL NO. 28 (2008)
A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR OF THE COUNTY OF
MAUI TO ENTER INTO AN INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT FOR A STATE
WATER POLLUTION CONTROL REVOLVING FUND LOAN FOR THE
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KAANAPALI/HYATT FORCE MAIN REPLACEMENTS, WEST MAUI COMMUNITY
PLAN AREA, FISCAL YEAR 2008 BUDGET ORDINANCES (ALSO
KNOWN AS HYA I I /KAANAPALI FORCE MAIN REPLACEMENTS)
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Pontanilla,
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
I MOVE TO PASS ON SECOND AND FINAL READING BILLS
NO. 24, 25, 26, 27, AND 28.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:
SECOND.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: We have a motion by Mr. Pontanilla, second by Mr. Molina, to pass
Bill Nos. 24, 25, 26, 27, and 28 on second and final reading. Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Chairman.
Adoption of these five bills will grant authorization to the Mayor to enter into
intergovernmental agreements for State Revolving Fund Loans to provide funding for
various wastewater capital improvement projects islandwide. Financing of these
projects through low interest State Revolving Fund Loans are more cost effective
than using County General Obligation Bonds.
I urge Members to support the adoption of these bills.
Thank you.
HAIR MATEO: Additional discussion, Member
All those in favor of the motion to pas ii
second a
'eading signify by saying "aye."

learing none, we'll call for
ios. 2

AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON,
BAISA,
7,7.EDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA,
ViCTORINO, N D VICE-CHAIR MATEO.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed.
NOES: NONE.
EXCUSED: CHAIR HOKAMA.
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VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Motion is carried; eight "ayes"; one "excused", Member Hokama.
Bills No. 24 through 28 passed on second and final reading.
Mr. Clerk.
ORDINANCE NO.
BILL NO. 29 (2008)
A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE GRANTING A CONDITIONAL PERMIT TO
JANICE FAIRBANKS AND THOMAS N. FAIRBANKS III TO OPERATE
A TEN-BEDROOM TRANSIENT VACATION RENTAL AT THE OLD WAILUKU INN
AT ULUPONO FOR PROPERTY SITUATED AT WAILUKU, MAUI, HAWAII
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
MOVE TO PASS ON SECOND AND FINAL BILL NO. 29.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:
SECOND.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: We have a motion by Mr. Molina, second by Mr. Victorino, to pass
Bill No. 29 on second and final reading. Mr. Molina.
COUNCILiviC"'":

MOLINA: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

Bill No. 29 grants a conditional use permi
as Fairil .0
anice and
to
operate a ten-bedroom TVR at the Old .nn at Ulupo Wailuku. Jver the
years the Fairbanks have operated in a very exemplary fas _ Nith no complaints.
And they've paid their fair share of taxes and they've just operated a wonderful
establishment and I would ask the Members to please support this application:
Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Molina.
Mr. Victorino.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yes, and, and, and to add to that, these have been long
term, well rounded citizens of our community who have contributed a lot, not only to
their business but to the community in general. Also, they have gone the extra mile
to provide safety for their guests with evacuation plans, sprin--what you call, pardon
me, fire extinguishers, etc.
And, you know, these are the type of businesses that compliment the community. As
you saw with the testifiers that did come forth, or letters that came forth that they
really felt this TVR or B&B I should say, correction is a real compliment to their
community.
So, I urge the Members to support this because I think these people have long
waited, has been an arduous process and so now we can at least say hey, go ahead
and run your business for the next ten years and let's see how you continue to
contribute to this community.
Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Victorino.
Members, additi--additional discussion. Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I, I believe this is a TVR and, but it's a wonderful one.
Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: TVR, B&B, I apologize, but whatever it is, then it is.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
Additional discussion? Members, we'll call for the question. All those in favor of the
motion to pass Bill No. 29 on second and final reading, signify by saying "aye."
COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON,
BAISA,
JOHNSON, MEDEIROS, MOLINA. PONTANILLA,
VICTORINO, AND VICE-CHAIR MATEO.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed.
NOES: NONE.
EXCUSED: CHAIR HOKAMA.
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VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Eight "ayes"; one "excused", Chairman Hokama. Bill No. 29 pass
on second and final reading.
Mr. Clerk.
ORDINANCE NO.
BILL NO. 30 (2008)
A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 2.96, MAUI COUNTY CODE,
RELATING TO RESIDENTIAL WORKFORCE HOUSING POLICY APPEALS, AND
APPLICANT SELECTION PROCESS FOR RENTAL UNITS
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Clerk.
Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Chair.
ON YOUR BEHALF AS CHAIRMAN OF THE POLICY
COMMITTEE, I MOVE TO PASS BILL NO. 30 ON SECOND
AND FINAL READING.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA:
SECOND.
VICE - CHAIR MATEO: We have a motion by Ms. Anderson, second by Ms. Balsa, to pass
Bill No. 30 on second and final reading. Ms. Anderson.
INCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you,
The purpose of the proposed bill is to clarify procedures relating to the requirement to
approve or disapprove of residential workforce housing policy appeals within 90 days
and the applicant selection process for rental units.
behaL J the Po:cy Committee Chair Mateo, I respectfully request that the body's
7_,L support be given for this proposed bill.
.

-

Thank you.
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VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Anderson.
Additional discussion, Members. Go right and call for the question. All those in favor
of the motion to pass Bill No. 30 on second and final reading, signify by saying "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON,
BAISA,
JOHNSON, MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA,
VICTORINO, AND VICE-CHAIR MATEO.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Those opposed.
NOES: NONE.
EXCUSED: CHAIR HOKAMA.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Eight "ayes"; one "excused", Chairman Hokama. Bill No. 30 pass
on second and final reading.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Mr. Chairman, proceeding with "Unfinished Business". We have Bill
No. 81 which was postponed from your December 21, 2007 Council meeting.
The following bill listed under "Unfinished Business" was presented.

UNFIN{SHED BUSINESS
ORDINANCE
ORDINAN
BILL NO.

. . '1.007)

A BILL FOR AN ORD!!`..!•
AME:.J-.:n!'1G CHAPTER 10.48, MAUI COUNTY cODE,
PERTAII'D,1 3 TO ST0.7PiNG, STANDING AND PARKING
ON ULUMAU PLACE, PAI;-:,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Clerk.
Mr. Medeiros.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
I MOVE TO PASS BILL NO. 81 (2007) ON SECOND AND FINAL
READING.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:
SECOND THAT MOTION.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Members, we have a motion by Mr. Medeiros, second by
Mr. Victorino, to pass Bill No. 81 (2007) on second and final reading. Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
This proposed bill would prohibit parking on both sides of Ulumau Place in Pala,
Maui. Councilmember Molina originally transmitted a draft bill in response to a
request from residents living on Ulumau Place. The Department of Police has
communicated their support of this bill. Restricting parking will insure that emergency
vehicles can travel along this roadway.
The Department of Public Works recommended revising the bill so that the
prohibition on parking would apply to the end of the street. After consultation with
Corporation Counsel and the Director of Public Works, the committee recommended
passage of the revised bill.
At the Council meeting of December 21, 2007, Committee Report 07-163 was
adopted and this revised proposed bill was given a successful first reading.
However, a question was raised whether C'iapter 2.36 of the Maui County Code
required transmittal of this bill to the Traffic Safety Council for their recommendation
prior to nni incil action. The question was directed to the Corporatior
,

Bill Nc
subsequently appeared on the agenda of the regular
-fleeting
January 11. 2008 to be considered for second and final readirk_
The writtE
response from Corporation Counsel received just prior to this meeting indicated that it
may be prudent to refer the matter to the Traffic Safety Council for their
recommendation and the matter was postponed until today's meeting of March 7,
The Council Chair subsequently referred the matter to the Traffic Safety Council
requesting that the matter be considered at their next meeting. I have been informed
that the Traffic Safety Council was not able to establish quorum at the February 5,
meeting nor did they establish quorum at their March 4, meeting.
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Given the prior postponement of this matter for nearly 60 days to allow the Traffic
Safety Council to respond, along with the uncertainty regarding their capacity to
establish quorum in the future, I suggest that the Council proceed with their
consideration of this legislation.
I respectfully ask for the Council's full support of this proposed bill on second and
final reading.
Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Medeiros.
Members, additional discussion? Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I want to thank Committee Co-Chairs, Mr. Medeiros and Mr. Victorino for bringing this
matter to light.
Ulumau Place, I went on a site inspection, it seems like about nearly a year ago with
Public Works Director Arakawa and it's a very small street, and yet so important to
the people that live there. And, members of that street have come out and expressed
concerns about, you know, the parking and how it could block emergency vehicles.
So, although this is something small, it's, it's something so important to a lot of folks
there, so, for me, I, I understand that the Traffic Safety Committee, they're unable to
meet, but for a lot of things, especially when it comes to public safety, time is of the
esse-ce.
more than happy to support Committee Chair Medeiros recommendation to
take action on this today on behalf of the residents there that need to have the safety
matters addressed on this. So I would ask for the Members consideration of this as
well.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

T ank you, Mr. Molina,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO:
Ms. Anderson, go aTiead.
-

Members, additiona!,

An--

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah, I'd just like to ask Corporation Counsel. The, if
Mr. Moto was aware of the letter that was sent from Corp. Counsel?
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Moto.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Stating that it would be prudent for it to go to Traffic
Safety Council.
CORPORATION COUNSEL: Mr. Chairman, yes I, I'm aware of the, and in fact I ended up
signing, approved as to, for transmittal of the opinion that was referenced by
Councilmember Medeiros.
And, to make a long story short, I, I do believe it's okay for the Council to take action
if it wishes to do so on this bill. The section that was cited in the opinion was
Section 2.36.020 which states that all matters referred to the County Council on
traffic safety measures shall first be referred to the Traffic Safety Council for its
recommendation. And in fact, that was done, the matter was referred to the Traffic
Safety Council.
The law does not pre--prevent the Council from proceeding with the bill if for
whatever reasons the council, this Traffic Safety Council cannot meet because of
inability to get quorum.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay, thank you. Thank you, Chair.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Anderson. Additional discussion, Members?
Hearing none, Members, all those in favor of the motion to pass Bill No. 81 on
second and final reading signify by saying "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON,
JOHNSON, ! ,,i1EDEIROS, MOUNA,
VICTORN7

BAiSA,

,

;

MAT

,se opposed.

:HAIR iviA LU: Members; eight "ayes'; one "excused", Chairman Hokama, Bill
No. 81 pass on second and fina'
Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Mr. Chairman, we have no further business scheduled for today.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Oh, thank you.
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Members, we've just about completed our business for today and the Chair will open
the floor for "Announcements". And today we're going to start at my left, we're going
to start with Ms. Anderson and work our way on down.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Members of the Council offered various announcements.

ADJOURNMENT
There being no further business before the Council, the regular meeting of March 7, 2008,
was adjourned by the Chair at 12:50 p.m.

T. HIRAGA, pOUNTY CLERK
OUNIFY OF MAUI, I8TATE OF HAWAII
0803071j m

